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EDITORIAL
We’re Bad!

At least now we know. It’s official. We’re bad.
The Department of Heritage has declined funding to a project that 

would develop and extend the Watershed Sentinel web site and E-news-
letter in part because it does not “meet the needs of Canadians.” 

I wonder which part of our coverage they think Canadians don’t need 
to know? Would it be the stories about pipeline follies we have carried 
for the last four years? Pointing out the close ties between former Reform 
Party members and the incineration industry? Or writing about the ca-
reer of the current Minister of Environment as a vice president at Hill & 
Knowlton, the giant PR company? 

Most likely the government doesn’t think Canadians need to know 
about the Prime Minister’s war on science either. The stunning impacts 
are summed up in this issue by researcher and author Joyce Nelson. 

Of course, we’re not going to let a little thing like lack of money stop 
us. Even the big boys in the print news world are feeling the pinch and 
laying off staff. 

One resource we have to fall back on is YOU. If we’re bad, we need 
you to be really rad and pay hard cash for a subscription. Hope to see 
your name on our next mailing list – paper copy or electronic. Thanks!

Delores Broten, Comox BC, May 2013

At the ’Shed 
Advertisers: Unlike many magazines, we’ve kept our advertising to a 

minimum but are looking for potential advertisers, so if you know of a green 
business or have a property for sale, get in touch! And please, if you contact 
an advertiser you’ve seen in the magazine, let them know you saw them here. 
That’ll make them smile. 

Coming Up: We’re looking forward to our September issue. Guest editor 
Rex Weyler will be exploring the topic of forests. We don’t know yet what Rex 
has in store for us, but it’s bound to be thought-provoking and deep green. 

Summer Work: We don’t publish a print edition until the fall but we will 
be launching an email newsletter to keep you up-to-date on the most important 
enviro-news between issues. It should be ready to launch by July, and you can 
sign up for it on our website for free at www.watershedsentinel.ca. We will also 
post new press releases there daily, as well as other news headlines, the odd rant 
or rave from our blog, and we host a searchable body of past stories. 

Congrats! Our printer, International Web Express Printing, has been 
acknowledged by the Agfa Graphics environmental program, GreenWorks.

Missing a Copy? If you are missing a copy or a bundle, please let us know 
and we will make it right. Email dawn@watershedsentinel.ca.

When you want your message to reach thousands of 
concerned and active readers, please contact us for our rate sheet at: 
ads@watershedsentinel.ca or phone our office at 250-339-6117
or see www.watershedsentinel.ca 

Next issue ad deadline: August 20th. Copy deadline August 1st.
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Have You Heard?

NEWS

Compiled by Susan MacVittie 

Vancouver Island GE Free
Fifty-one municipalities on Vancou-

ver Island supported a motion at their an-
nual meeting to make Vancouver Island 
and Coastal Communities a genetically- 
engineered free zone. Although a reso-
lution is not a bylaw, the decision gives 
a voice to citizens who are against GE 
crops. Sierra Club Canada is calling for 
a similar ban for Canada.

— GEFreeBC, April 14, 2013

Victory for Bees
Environmentalists hailed a “victory 

for bees” after the European Union voted 
for a ban on the nerve-agent pesticides 
blamed for the dramatic decline of global 
bee populations.

Despite fierce lobbying by the 
chemical industry and opposition by 
countries, 15 of the 27 member states 
voted for a two-year restriction on the 
use of three neonicotinoid insecticides 
on crops attractive to bees.

— The Independent, April 29, 2013

SFU Report on Enbridge
A Simon Fraser University, BC re-

port on the Northern Gateway Pipeline 
finds that the chance of a marine tanker 
spill is between 93-99% over the oper-
ating life of the project, 30 to 50 years. 
Researchers used an oil spill risk assess-
ment model employed by the US govern-
ment to look at three components of the 
$6.5-billion project: the pipeline through 
BC, the marine terminal in Kitimat, and 
tankers. The study also found the number 
of spills along the 1,160 kilometre route 
would be higher, up to 15 pipeline spills 
per year, compared with Enbridge’s esti-
mate of one spill every two years.

—Vancouver Sun, May 2, 2013

Indigenous People Occupy
Two hundred indigenous people af-

fected by the construction of large hydro-
electric dams in the Amazon launched 
an occupation at one of the main con-
struction sites of the Belo Monte Dam 
in Brazil. They ask that the Brazilian 
government adopt legislation on prior 
consultations with indigenous peoples 
regarding projects that affect their lands 
and livelihoods. Shock troops of the Mil-
itary Police awaited the protestors.

— International Rivers, May 3, 2013

IPPs Not Being Monitored 
An internal memo circulated within 

the BC Forests, Lands and Natural Re-
source Operations ministry says 90% of 
independent power projects (IPPs), as of 
September 2011, had incidents and non-
compliance with environmental require-
ments. The province does not have the 
staff to monitor the projects. 

—www.thetyee.ca, May 2, 2013

Experimental Lakes 
Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne 

vows to help undo the federal govern-
ment’s planned closure of the Experi-
mental Lakes Area (ELA). The ELA, 
the world’s most important freshwater 
research centre, has been deemed incon-
sistent with government priorities.

—The Toronto Star, April 29, 2013

New Mexico Fracking Ban
Mora County in New Mexico has 

banned all oil and gas extraction in the 
drought-ravaged county near Santa Fe. 
The county commissioners also adopted 
a bill of rights that asserts Mora County’s 
right to block drilling, even if the state or 
federal governments try to allow it.

—www.grist.org, May 1, 2013 

New Battery Design
Researchers from the US Depart-

ment of Energy’s SLAC National Accel-
erator Laboratory and Stanford Univer-
sity have designed a low-cost, long-life 
battery that could enable solar and wind 
energy to become major suppliers to the 
electrical grid. 

—www.sciencedaily.com
April 24, 2013

DFO Withholding Report
Key scientific documents needed 

before the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DFO) can implement its plan 
to save British Columbia’s wild salmon 
have been held up in Ottawa for a year.

The documents, concerning sock-
eye conservation units on the Fraser 
River, were withheld from the Cohen 
Commission although they were ready 
for release at the time of the inquiry. The 
government’s wild salmon policy can 
not be implemented until the documents 
are finalized and the analytical method 
outlined in them is adopted.

In 2004,  DFO proposed to develop 
a wild salmon policy, that would mark “a 
new era” that would transform salmon 
management on the West Coast. Nine 
years later, BC is still waiting for the 
policy to be implemented.

—Globe and Mail, April 14, 2013

D. Broten
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LETTERS

4 Summer 2013

Bill 8 on BC Forests
Re: Forest Land Grab Resurrected in BC Liberals’ 

Bill 8. This would be an atrocity for the future of BC. We 
have to make our budgets work without selling off our as-
sets. Our future generations will want to have control over 
our provincial assets. 

What type of protest can we make to this inane budget 
manipulation? 

Elizabeth Vander Zaag, via email

Minister Defends CIDA
For World Water Day, March 22, Miranda Holmes 

wrote an opinion piece for Watershed Sentinel, in which 
she criticized Julian Fantino, the minister responsible for 
the Canadian International Development Agency, for tying 
aid to Canadian business interests, particularly mining 
companies with often dubious reputations internationally. 
(www.watershedsentinel.ca/content/canadas-new-foreign-
aid-supports-mining). A day after the piece appeared, 
we received the following letter from the Minister. Two 
days later, the Harper government announced that it was 
rolling CIDA into the Department of Foreign Affairs and 
International Trade. 

Contrary to the disingenuous and misleading insinua-
tions made by Miranda Holmes, let there be no doubt that 
bringing clean drinking water and basic sanitation to the 
developing world is important to our Government. Canada 
is making strides in improving the management and deliv-
ery of water and sanitation in many parts of the develop-
ing world. In the case of our partnerships with the private 
sector, those too, are helping to bring clean water to the 
people who need it. In Ghana, for example, a project with 
World University Services Canada and Rio Tinto Alcan is 
providing 134,000 residents in mining communities with 
access to quality education and clean water, in addition to 
enabling 400 youth to get the technical skills they need to 
achieve high-paying jobs in the mine.… 

Canada’s help dramatically reduces workloads and 
frees up time for school or the pursuit of employment 
opportunities, significantly reduces child diseases, and 
improves student attendance and learning. We know why 
water and sanitation are important, and are committed to 
improving conditions in the places we work. We remain 
committed and will continue to do whatever we can to 
help people lead healthy, productive and dignified lives.

Julian Fantino, Minister of International Cooperation
Ottawa, Ontario

The	Watershed Sentinel	welcomes	letters	but	reserves	the	
right	to	edit	for	brevity,	clarity,	legality,	and	taste.	

Anonymous	letters	will	not	be	published.	
Send	your	musings	and	your	missives	to:	

Watershed	Sentinel,	Box	1270,	Comox	BC	V9M	7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca or online at 

www.watershedsentinel.ca

Bhutan Not So Organic
Re: Bhutan goes Organic (March/April, p. 5) 
People might get the idea that Bhutan is/has been an 

organic country. Completely the opposite. I have a friend 
who worked for two years as an environmental engineer in 
water management. According to Nathan, Bhutan is pres-
ently using chemicals in their agriculture under the thumb 
of the chemical industry. This is an ambitious idea by one 
Bhutanese minister.

Michael Roboz, North Vancouver, BC 

Kent’s Job Announcement
I found Joyce Nelson’s article on Hill & Knowlton 

essential reading. The sources she cited for Peter Kent’s 
hiring by H&K she admitted were limited so I’m includ-
ing the Hill & Knowlton news release announcing his hir-
ing. This news release is no longer contained on the active 
web, but there is a web site called the Wayback Machine 
that has been crawling the web and taking snapshots since 
1998 and the news release was easy to find through it.

The URL for the Wayback Machine is: http://archive.
org/web/web.php

Donald Gutstein, Adjunct Professor, UBC
Burnaby, BC 
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Perched on the continental 
shelf at the most westerly 
edge of North America, the 
archipelago of Haida Gwaii, 

also known as the Queen Charlotte Is-
lands, is home to some of the richest 
marine environments on the planet. 
Haida Gwaii and its surrounding wa-
ters sustain diverse  marine habitats, 
from kelp forests and eelgrass mead-
ows to sand flats, weathered rocky 
shores, and the abyssal ocean depths. 

Despite its rich marine ecosys-
tem, studies indicate that overfish-
ing, habitat damage, introduced spe-
cies, and climate change, threaten the 
health of the ocean. Depleted and im-
poverished marine ecosystems trans-
late into diminished economies and 
cultures. 

On Haida Gwaii, people are 
working hard to reverse these trends. 

In 2006, the Council of the Haida 
Nation established the Haida Marine 
Work Group, supported by the Ha-
ida Oceans Technical Team to iden-
tify priorities for development of a 
Haida Gwaii marine use plan. After 
two commissioned studies and Ha-
ida community input, a broad group 
of stakeholders, including federal, 
provincial and Haida governments, 
there are four marine planning proc-
esses underway for Haida Gwaii. Al-
though the processes are governed by 
different legislation and have different 
timelines, the agencies involved are 
taking a coordinated approach.

1. Haida Gwaii Marine Use Plan
The BC Government and First 

Nations, including the Haida Nation, 
are working together to develop ma-
rine plans for the North Pacific region 
through the Marine Planning Partner-
ship (MaPP). The MaPP process will 
result in operational and localized ad-
vice for marine uses. Four sub-region-
al plans, for northern Vancouver Is-
land, the central coast, the north coast, 
and Haida Gwaii will complement 
current work being done through the 
Pacific North Coast Integrated Man-
agement Area. The Haida Gwaii Ma-
rine Use Plan will identify acceptable 
marine uses that support sustainable 
communities on Haida Gwaii while 
protecting, and where necessary, re-
storing marine ecosystems. 

2. Gwaii Haanas Integrated 
Land-Sea People Management Plan

Gwaii Haanas is the first protect-
ed area in the world to be managed 
from mountain top to sea floor. To-
gether, the Council of the Haida Na-
tion and the Government of Canada 
manage Gwaii Haanas through the 
Archipelago Management Board. A 
process will soon be launched to de-
velop an integrated land-sea-people 
management plan to be completed in 
2015. 

3. SGaan Kinghlas–Bowie Sea-
mount MPA Management Plan

Offshore, in the near Pacific, 

SGaan Kinghlas (or Bowie Seamount) 
was designated in 2008 as Cana-
da’s seventh Marine Protected Area 
(MPA). Rising from nearly 3,100 me-
tres to within 25 metres of the ocean’s 
surface, SGaan Kinghlas is an under-
water seamount located aout 180 km 
west of Haida Gwaii. The Council of 
the Haida Nation and Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada are working to draft a 
management plan for the MPA.

4. Pacific North Coast Integrat-
ed Management Area (PNCIMA) Plan

PNCIMA stretches from the 
Alaska border to northern Vancouver 
Island and as far west as the base of 
the continental slope. The PNCIMA 
Initiative focuses on developing an 
ecosystem-based management frame-
work for the region. First Nations, the 
Government of Canada, and the BC 
government are participating in the 
process. The PNCIMA Initiative is 
intended to produce strategic marine 
planning goals and strategies at a re-
gional scale. Gwaii Haanas and the 
MaPP planning area fall within the 
PNCIMA boundary.

t
From Sea Changes – Working To-

gether on Haida 
Gwaii

 Marine protection plans 
ensure healthy oceans 
for future generations

Working Together

the Friends of Cortes Island
Sustainability Education Fund 
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Continued on Page 8  

by Dan Lewis and Bonny Glambeck 

Twenty-five years ago Tofino residents and Nuu-
chah-nulth locals stood together in Sulphur Pass 
to prevent a road from being punched into the 
wildlands of northern Clayoquot Sound. The 

theme song of the blockade became Midnight Oil’s “Beds 
are Burning.” Campfire circles led to wild fantasies of the 
Oil playing live on the road, shutting the company down.

Fast-forward five years to Clayoquot Summer 1993, 
the largest act of civil disobedience in Canadian history. 
Midnight Oil played a show at the Peace Camp on a stage 
made of charred timbers from the Black Hole clearcut, 
with David Suzuki boogying down in 
the front row. Meanwhile hundreds of 
people, feeling their collective power, 
chose to remain seated on the road, and 
the loggers never did get through that 
day.

How did this happen? The answer 
is simple: we organized. Inspired by Redwood Summer in 
California (which was in turn inspired by Mississippi Sum-
mer, part of the civil rights struggles of the 1960s), we de-
cided to focus on organizing mass protests.

The blockades of the late 80s and early 90s were small, 
dramatic and heroic. Although the actions were peaceful, 
activists became targets of logger and police violence. We 
blockaded in remote locations and were marginalized by 
the media. It was clear this was no way to succeed.

A strategic decision was made to move to Gandhian-
style protest in accessible locations, so you didn’t need to be 
a tree climbing eco-hero to be a conscientiousness objector.

In the spring of 1992, a peaceful direct action trainer’s 
workshop was held. This provided a pool of trainers, mak-
ing it possible for everyone participating in the blockades 
to take an on-site workshop. This was key to the ultimate 
success of the 1993 protests.

During the Clayoquot 1992 blockades the importance 
of remaining dignified and calm was emphasized. By sum-
mer’s end 70 people had been arrested – a new record!

In April 1993 the BC government announced their plan 
for Clayoquot Sound: two-thirds would be open for log-
ging, and only one of the intact valleys would be protected. 
This decision was made without consulting First Nations, 
who were outraged.

A dozen locals were hired to plan and execute Clayo-
quot Summer 1993. The Peace Camp, our base of opera-
tions for the summer, was established in the Black Hole, 
a horrendous burned-over clearcut. Most of the local or-
ganizers had been arrested in 1992 and could not go to the 
blockades, so a young upstart from Toronto named Tzepo-
rah Berman was hired to manage affairs on the road.

The Camp grew rapidly and by mid-July the daily pop-
ulation was around two hundred. Dozens of flags flapped 
gaily in the breeze – one for every nation whose citizens 
had pitched a tent. A tree-planter’s cook-shack tent was 
donated, and volunteers created a kitchen capable of feed-
ing 200 people, three times a day, with the huge volumes 
of food being donated. Every evening a general assembly 
would be called to plan the next day’s actions.

Each morning a motorcade would gather at dawn to 
drive to the Kennedy River bridge in time to greet the log-
gers heading to work with their RCMP escort. The court 
injunction making the blockades illegal was read, and those 

who were not able or willing to risk ar-
rest would step aside. The arrests were 
peaceful and many passive resisters 
were carried to waiting buses to the 
cheers of their compatriots. It was all 
very intense and emotional, and by 
mid-morning, it was back to camp for 

breakfast and another day of non-violence trainings, events 
and assemblies. By summer’s end 856 people had been ar-
rested.

Living in the Aftermath

Was Clayoquot Summer worth all the effort? The 
Peace Camp in 1993 was a glimpse at an alternative to cor-
porate control of our world – direct democracy. It was a 
radical university, empowering over ten thousand people 
with the techniques of peaceful direct action and consensus 
decision-making.

Jennifer Abbot, director of The Corporation, stated in 
the 2006 film Clayoquot Sound Resistance and Renewal, “I 
actually did feel that 300 people reached consensus, which 
was quite shocking. I’d never experienced that in my life. 
It was to me a model of consensus-building that I’ll never 
forget.”

Today the name Clayoquot has become synonymous 
with mass peaceful protest. Just as Clayoquot Summer 
found its roots in the civil rights movement, it is now part 
of one river that flows through movements such as Occupy 
Wall Street. The Enbridge resistance threatens to become 
the next “Clayoquot” according to media pundits.

But was Clayoquot Summer successful? The arrests 
were largely symbolic. Most days the loggers eventually got 
through. However, temperate rainforests were put on the 
map as an important conservation issue alongside tropical 
rainforests such as the Amazon. And the cumulative results 
had a huge impact on logging here in Clayoquot Sound.

Macmillan Bloedel wanted out, 
and sold their logging tenure to 
local First Nations, a shift from 
corporate to indigenous control 

of forestry.
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Clayoquot continued

The government established a blue-ribbon scientific 
panel which developed a kinder and gentler form of clear-
cutting, and recommended a dramatically-reduced rate of 
cut.

Macmillan Bloedel wanted out, and sold their logging 
tenure to local First Nations, a shift from corporate to in-
digenous control of forestry. International Forest Products 
eventually followed suit.

Twenty years later, although the intact areas are not le-
gally protected, they haven’t been logged either – there is 
still something worth protecting thanks to all the efforts of 
many people who have held the line for over 30 years.

However, Clayoquot Sound has one of the highest den-
sities of salmon feedlots on the BC coast. And Imperial 
Metals from Vancouver has been exploring the potential of 
opening two mines here. Any conversation about how to 
protect Clayoquot Sound must include these industries as 
well as logging.

At a recent screening of Occupy Love, filmmaker 
Velcrow Ripper commented via Skype that “the fact that 
they’re trying to get away with building new mines and new 
fish farms in Clayoquot Sound of all places indicates that 
our planet is under intense pressure. As industrial growth 
society grinds to a halt, it will be critical to defend the pre-
cious few remaining natural areas.”

It is easy to see, if you catch the news at all, that our 
world is changing radically, and rapidly. The systems chal-
lenging our planet are interconnected – from the extinction 
wave to the climate crisis, to global market failure. Al-
though these challenges are global by nature, the best place 
to bring about change is locally, at the community level.

Clayoquot Sound is one tiny corner of the planet. Yet it 
embodies many of the central issues of our time: preserva-
tion of remaining wild areas, as an act of ecological sanity; 
the resolution of the First Nations land question, and the 
affirmation of Canada as a fair country; figuring out how to 
live within the bounds of nature; and learning to politically 
recognize the sacredness of living systems.

In the past few years we’ve seen a trend that gives us 
great hope – a new generation of Clayoquot activists is 
coming on-stream. Their parents were arrested in 1993 as 
young adults, and their grandparents protected Meares Is-
land. They are the ones who will inherit the future, and they 
know what kind of future they want – one that is healthy, 
clean, and green. The spirit of Clayoquot Summer lives on!

t
Dan Lewis and Bonny Glambeck were key organizers of 
Clayoquot Summer 1993, and are founding directors of 

Tofino-based Clayoquot Action, www.clayoquotaction.org.
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by Karen Wristen

The impacts unchecked climate 
change could have on global food se-
curity might accurately be described 
as apocalyptic. As detailed in the most 
recent assessment by the Inter-gov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change, 
these include dramatic increases in 
drought, famine, flooding and dis-
ease, as well as equally dramatic loss-
es in biodiversity. 

A recent Greenpeace report, 
Point of No Return, ranked proposals 
to triple production of oil from Al-
berta’s tar sands as the fifth greatest 
threat (after expanded coal production 
in Australia, China, the US and Indo-
nesia) to arresting the worst potential 
impacts of climate change. The report 
states: “By 2020, the tar sands expan-
sion would add annual emissions of 
420 million tonnes of CO2, equal to 
those of Saudi Arabia.” 

The Center for Global Diversity 
(CGD) has measured what the im-
pacts of tripling tar sands oil produc-
tion could be on global food supply. 
It estimates that the resultant extreme 
weather events would lead to signifi-
cant agricultural productivity losses 
for more than three billion people liv-
ing in rural areas in the developing 
world. 

As CGD lead researcher David 
Wheeler points out: “There is striking 
asymmetry in regional impacts. Full 
exploitation of the oil sands deposit 
by Canada, a high-income country, 
would have the most severe impacts 
on regions where the poorest coun-
tries are concentrated. Substantially 
smaller losses are projected for high-
income, higher-latitude countries in 
Europe and North America.”

The worst losses would be felt 
in Africa, with an average loss of 7% 
and losses of 10-12.8% in several sub-
Saharan countries.

It is somewhat ironic that the pro-
jected negative consequences of un-
checked exploitation of Alberta’s tar 
sands would also be disproportion-
ately felt in the very countries whose 
diasporas were targeted in the Con-
servative Party’s controversial eth-
nic riding strategy in the last federal 
election. More than half the rural poor 
who will be negatively impacted are 
in India and China.

Across Asia, more than 2.3 bil-
lion people whose very existence de-
pends on agriculture will see an aver-
age loss in productivity of 5%. 

According to the CGD’s projec-
tions, in India (a country Stephen 
Harper is keen to see invest in the tar 
sands), where average temperatures 
are already at or above crop tolerance 
levels, unchecked climate change 
could lead to a drop in agricultural 
productivity of 35-40% by 2080.

Although average agricultural 
productivity losses across China as 
a whole will not be as dramatic, pro-
ductivity in the South Central region 
of the country is projected to decrease 
by as much as 15%. However, when 
direct risk projections are averaged 
out for decreased agricultural pro-

ductivity, extreme weather events and 
sea level rises, China tops the list of 
countries anticipated to be most nega-
tively impacted by unchecked climate 
change. 

In Latin America (where the 
Prime Minister is keen to expand free 
trade) agricultural productivity losses 
of 5% or more are anticipated in many 
countries, with the most devastating 
losses in Paraguay and Bolivia (both 
9.1%), Mexico (7.5%), Venezuela 
(6.8%), Peru (6.5%) and Ecuador 
(6.1%).

Wheeler concludes: “Put simply, 
the potential destructive power in 
Canada’s oil sands exceeds anything 
modern civilization has witnessed to 
date. And this case is far from unique: 
similar losses will be generated by 
full exploitation of other massive fos-
sil fuel deposits.”

t
Karen Wristen is the execu-

tive director of Living Oceans Soci-
ety, which works for Healthy Oceans, 
Healthy Communities. 

The tar sands impact on global agriculture production 
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by Will Koop

The BC Tap Water Alliance is 
about to release a new report called 
The Big Eddy. We have dedicated it to 
the life and memory of Colleen Mc-
Crory, a well-known environmental 
and social justice activist who passed 
away in July 2007. Among her many 
responsibilities with the Valhalla Wil-
derness Society, she was also a found-
ing director of the Alliance (est. Feb-
ruary 1997). 

The report is based on documents 
retrieved from the small community 
of Big Eddy, located just west of the 
City of Revelstoke. Over a period of 
almost fifty years, the Big Eddy Wa-
terworks trustees repeatedly fought 
to protect its drinking watershed re-
serve, Dolan Creek. Woven into the 
fabric of this narrative are many other 
accounts of interest and intrigue col-
lected from an assortment of records 
and documents about drinking water-
shed protection. 

Together, these accounts une-
quivocally demonstrate that BC has a 
strong foundational legacy on the pro-
tection of drinking water sources. It 
also sadly demonstrates how admin-
istrative governments, beginning pri-
marily through the actions of Forest 
Service during the first Social Credit 
administration (1952-1972), misdi-
rected the public and water purveyors 
in order to mismanage and obfuscate 
watershed reserve tenures that were 
established and protected under the 
Land Act. 

Watershed Protection History
1910 is when British Columbia 

instituted its drinking watershed pro-
tection legacy, made through the ap-
plication and enactment of both fed-
eral and provincial legislations, and 
the establishment of a small host of 

watershed reserves in the decades that 
followed. This legacy was rooted in 
legislation established by the United 
States government in the 1890s over 
federal public forestlands, such as the 
precedent-setting watershed reserve 
established in 1892 by US President 
Harrison for Portland City’s water-
shed, the Bull Run.

The BC government first pro-
tected public forest lands for drinking 
watershed purposes in 1905 through 
a provision under the Land Act, and 
placed an order-in-council reserve 
over lands in the Capilano watershed, 
Vancouver City’s water supply. A sec-
ond similar reserve over the adjoining 
Seymour watershed lands was estab-
lished in 1906. The Land Act was soon 
revised in 1908 to further accommo-
date the public’s concerns by creating 
a powerful Crown land lease provi-
sion to protect a community drink-
ing watershed against commercial 
uses for a period of almost a thousand 
(999) years. 

This legislation, which was even-
tually provided to Metro Vancouver 
in 1927, stood for 62-long years be-
fore the Social Credit government 
severely weakened it in 1970 to pre-
vent water purveyors from protecting 

their watersheds. When it owned the 
Railway Belt lands across BC’s inte-
rior, the federal government protected 
New Westminster City’s water source, 
the Coquitlam watershed, through an 
order-in-council watershed reserve in 
March 1910, the first of other subse-
quent reserves established for water 
purveyors in the Railway Belt. 

The BC Water Rights Branch 
(through the administration of its 27 
Water Districts) and the Health De-
partment were the primary early ad-
vocates, watchdogs and defenders of 
the public’s rights over the protection 
of drinking and irrigation watersheds. 
This advocacy is evidenced in the 
famous October 1922 report to BC 
Lands Minister Pattullo by Provincial 
Water Comptroller E.A. Cleveland, 
who recommended that Metro Van-
couver’s drinking watersheds be pro-
tected against logging, and who later 
obtained a thousand-year lease to pro-
tect its watersheds. 

The Clash
A clash of political resource phi-

losophy over the protection of drink-
ing watersheds raged in earnest in the 
1920s by some foresters within gov-
ernment, supported by university and 
private sector foresters. The issues 
of protecting community and irriga-
tion watersheds, and the protection 
of salmon habitat, became prominent 
during the second Provincial Com-
mission Inquiry on Forest Resources 
from 1944-1945, when the first com-
plaints about the mismanagement of 
watershed reserves were registered by 
the Association of Irrigation Districts.

By 1950, when the Big Eddy Wa-
terworks District was formed, its trus-
tees asked the government to protect 
Dolan Creek as a watershed reserve. 
However, a Kamloops Region Forest-

Diving in to BC’s drinking water protection legacy

WATER

 The Big Eddy Report 
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er misled the trustees by stating that 
the Forest Service maintained rights 
to log in it, despite the fact that the 
same forester had recently stopped a 
timber sale in Revelstoke City’s wa-
tershed reserve. Documents state that 
when the superintendent of lands and 
the chief forester established a water-
shed reserve for the City of Rossland 
in 1940, its three watersheds were 
protected from disposition of timber 
sales. Despite the misdirection repeat-
edly aimed at testing the Big Eddy 
Trustees from 1952 to 1964, they 
successfully fought against the For-
est Service by contesting each timber 
sale application.

During the 1950s and 1960s, the 
Forest Service initiated sustained 
yield planning objectives on BC’s 
forestlands, the establishment of tree 
farm licenses, public working circles 
and public sustained yield units (what 
would later become timber supply 
areas). During this period, Assistant 
Chief Forester L.F. Swannell sent a 
memo in December 1960 to all his 
regional foresters, instructing them 
that whenever they reply to refer-
ral letters from a government water 
rights branch engineer about logging 
proposals in a watershed reserve, or in 
replying to similar letters of concern 
from a municipal or an irrigation dis-
trict clerk, his foresters should avoid 
any language that might indicate or 
make reference to any rights, pow-
ers and privileges assigned to water-
shed lands that would preclude timber 
sales. 

By 1963, Chief Forester F.S. 
McKinnon began signalling the in-
vasion of BC’s protected watershed 
reserves. He was most upset at Ross-
land City administrators for daring to 
oppose his timber sales in Rossland’s 
23-year-old watershed reserve tenure 
which had become engulfed within 
the boundaries of the Forest Serv-
ice’s newly established Salmo Public 
Sustained Yield Unit (No. 58). In a 

memo to his Nelson District forest-
ers, McKinnon urged them to counter 
the city’s concerns, and referred to 
his department’s ongoing “problem of 
protection” over the last “40 years” 
by the establishment of “so-called 
reserves” over BC’s community 
and irrigation watersheds.  

Following years of protests 
in the 1960s by BC water pur-
veyors against logging, the So-
cial Credit government was forced 
to set up an internal inter-agency task 
force in 1972 to conduct a review of 
BC’s community watersheds. It was 
reported to the task force that most of 
BC’s watershed reserves were miss-
ing from the government’s central 
reference maps. As a result, in May 
1973, an executive committee of gov-
ernment, under the New Democratic 
Party administration, authorized the 
creation (and re-creation) of 300 or 
more watershed reserves. Following 
the defeat of the NDP government, 
the Social Credit administration later 
sought to hide the existence of the 
watershed reserves by removing any 
reference to them in the task force’s 
final October 1980 document released 
to BC’s water purveyors.

Big Eddy Fight
When the Big Eddy trustees 

fought BC Hydro in the 1970s against 
a transmission right-of-way through 
their watershed reserve – despite the 
fact that Hydro had been given orders 
to stay out of the reserves – BC Hydro 
compensated the trustees with over a 
million dollars to cover the costs of 
an interim alternative water source. 
When the trustees complained to the 
Environmental Appeal Board about a 
related matter in the early 1980s, the 
Board made a precedent setting ruling 
about protecting the Dolan Creek wa-
tershed which infuriated the Ministry 
of Forests. 

In 1982, Chief Forester Bill 
Young included the Dolan watershed 

reserve in the Nelson Region’s Annu-
al Allowable Cut, despite its protected 
conflicting tenure under the Land Act. 
When the Ministries of Forests and 
Environment began an Integrated 
Watershed Management Planning 
process with the Big Eddy trustees to 
allow logging in their reserve (1984-
1987), the trustees fought back and 
forced the Ministry of Forests to ab-
stain. 

During this period, the trustees 
joined a newly formed organization 
called the BC Watershed Protection 
Alliance. The Alliance forced the 
Ministry of Forests to conduct an in-
ternal legal audit about the liabilities 
of logging in BC’s community wa-
tersheds, and our report is the first 
summary account of these records 
released to the public on this contro-
versial issue.

t
Will Koop is a founding member 

of the BC Tapwater Alliance

Watershed	Sentinel	staff	model	our	
new	T-shirts.	You	can	have	one	
too	for	only	$25	postage	included!	
T-Shirts	are	all	organic	cotton	in	

Natural	or	Dark	Brown,	and	come	in	
Small,	Medium,	Large	or	X-large.	Only	
the	Natural	colour	has	the	slogan	“Be	
a	Hip	Wader.”	They	are	pre-shrunk,	
but	you	should	allow	for	a	small	

amount	of	shrinkage.
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by Delores Broten

Why is the small Hupacasath 
First Nation from Port Alberni on 
Vancouver Island engaged in a David 
and Goliath court battle against the 
Harper government on the Canada-
China Foreign Investment Promotion 
and Protection Agreement (FIPA)? 
That was the question the Watershed 
Sentinel asked Chief Brenda Sayers at 
a K’omoks Idle No More fund-raiser 
in April. Brenda laughed shyly and 
pointed heavenward, saying, “I often 
ask that myself.” 

Chief Sayers explained that when 
she first was told about provisions in 
the Canada-China FIPA, she thought 
it was a joke, but spent her weekend 
worrying and researching it. On Mon-
day, she got on the phone, looking for 
a “bigger First Nation” to take action 
against the deal which she fears will 
defeat First Nations title in Canada. 
She brought her concern to Hupaca-
sath Chief and council, who agreed to 
take legal action, but only if the funds 
did not come from the First Nations 
operating budget. 

At the beginning of the fund-
raiser in Comox, they were $45,000 

short of the $150,000 needed for a le-
gal challenge, and raised $4000 that 
night. The Harper government can-
not sign the China-Canada FIPA into 
effect until the hearing is concluded, 
sometime near the end of May. The 
case is based on the government’s 
failure to consult First Nations on the 
FIPA and its impact on their lands and 
Treaty Rights. The case is now backed 
by the BC Union of Indian Chiefs and 
many other First Nations organiza-
tions across the country, and is sup-
ported by the Council of Canadians 
and Leadnow.ca  

This FIPA is different from the 
many others the Canadian govern-
ment has signed, not only because it is 
with China, but because it gives Chi-
nese investors, including state-owned 
corporations, unprecedented power 
within Canada. As the www.westand-
together.ca  web site says: 

• New powers will be granted 
to Chinese companies to sue the gov-
ernment of Canada if Canada’s laws 
hinder their expectation of profits. 
For example, when British Columbia, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, 
Ontario and Quebec oppose Enbridge 
pipelines, then China is permitted to 
sue the respective provinces for an-
ticipated loss of profits ranging into 
billions of dollars.

• Secret tribunals outside of 
Canada’s jurisdiction will establish 
compensation for these companies 
with damages in the billions of dollars 
paid by Canadian taxpayers.

• China will have the ability to 
bring in its own workers.

• The FIPA will undermine 
Canada’s ability to set environmental 
protections. Therefore, environmental 
legislation gutted in Omnibus Bills 
C-38 and C-45 may not be restored for 
the duration of the FIPA.

Even more startling, while this is 
the most significant trade deal since 
North American Free Trade Agree-
ment (NAFTA), if ratified, it can-
not be cancelled for 31 years, unlike 
NAFTA’s six months. 

Sayers said she understood that 
there were only two parties who had 
the power to stop this deal, one is First 
Nations, and the other is any premier 
of a province.

t

“This is Canada’s legal battle. Unite with First Nations to stop this trade deal. Let’s show 
Harper we are united to keep our Canada democratic and free.”

To donate to the 
legal fund, go to

www.westandtogether.ca
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Science Communication: 
A Practical Guide for Scientists, 
Laura Bowater & Kay Yeoman, 
Wiley-Blackwell, 2013. 360 
pages, 16 pages of colour plates, 
paperback, $54.95

ISBN: 978-1-119-99312-4
www.wiley.com/go/bowater/

sciencecommunication

Reviewed by Maggie Paquet

The word science comes from Latin “scientia,” mean-
ing knowledge. It refers to the observation, identification, 
description, experimental investigation, and theoretical 
explanation of phenomena in both the natural and social 
milieux, particularly as studied systematically.

This is a book written by scientists for scientists. Along 
with the authors, who are university lec-
turers in medical and biological sciences, 
34 additional scientists have contributed 
their expertise and case studies of how to 
communicate science to the public. The 
companion website adds further useful 
tools and ideas.

The book is very comprehensive, with topics includ-
ing what are the public’s attitudes about science, how to 
remove barriers and provide incentives to scientists to com-
municate effectively with the public, the shortage of skills 
in science, the value of skills transfer, enhancing school 
curricula, how to plan and evaluate a public event, and the 
benefits to society of increasing science literacy.

Increased science literacy is an extremely important 
goal in these days of financial cutbacks and, dare I say it, 
political interference in – and especially control of – the 
information available to the public. A major avenue for 
science to reach the public is through the media, yet few 
journalists have any degree of science literacy. Worse, the 
few scientists who still have government jobs are muzzled 
to the extent that most requests for information have to be 
made through political offices, with similarly controlled re-
sponses.

The more we understand the need for and importance 
of scientific research and reporting, the better able we are 
to deal with the social and environmental problems we face 
today and into the future. Good, effective science commu-
nication can greatly increase public support of science and 
scientific programs. We need research to inform us about 

climate change, the state of the oceans, studies on human 
health, to name a few areas.

In the absence of government-sponsored (taxpayer-
supported) science, we are increasingly reliant on what’s 
called “citizen science,” that is, the systematic collection of 
data by amateur scientists, which is then usually analysed 
and reported on largely by professional scientists. Citizen-
science can be done by individuals, teams, or networks 
of volunteers. It can take many forms, such as the annual 
Christmas Bird Count, amateur and volunteer astronomy 
groups that help catalogue astronomical phenomena, and 
the various sites for weather observations.

Citizen science is sometimes called “public participa-
tion in scientific research.” When I think about the science-
related work ENGOs have done over the past 30+ years in 
consultations with DFO, NRCan, Health Canada, and es-
pecially with Environment Canada, through such consulta-
tions as the development of the Canadian Environmental 

Protection Act, Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Act, Fisheries Act, and many 
others, and look at how it is today, I feel 
that much of our work has resulted in … 
zip. While some have made it into a few 
regulations, the upshot is the Canadian 
Environmental Network was trashed, sci-

entists in the resource-related ministries have been slashed, 
and real science is being bashed. That pretty well sums up 
the government science situation in Canada today: trashed, 
slashed, and bashed.

In spite of the fact that “science underpins almost eve-
ry aspect of daily life,” it’s no secret that most politicians 
and policy-makers are ignorant of science. This book can 
be thought of as a guide for best-practice science commu-
nication for policy-making and evidence-based decision-
making.

There needs to be research carried out by government 
scientists in the interests of the public. There’s no doubt that 
if people knew more science and recognised how impor-
tant it is to our everyday lives, they would be more willing 
to support it. After all, changes will occur whether or not 
we know why, but knowing why helps us to better evaluate 
government policies. This book is an effective manual of 
how scientists can – and should – engage with the public.

t

Maggie Paquet is a biologist who has worked on social 
and environmental issues for decades.

If people knew more 
science and recognised 

how important it is to our 
everyday lives, they would be 

more willing to support it.
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If Canadians knew the 
full extent of the Harper 
government’s War on 
Science, they would 
be clamouring for the 
reinstatement and full 

funding of dozens of federal 
scientific programs and 

hundreds of scientists axed 
over the past year. Since 

the passage of omnibus Bill 
C-38, the Harper Cabinet 
has moved at blitzkrieg 

speed to make these cuts.

Summer 2013

by Joyce Nelson

Canada’s Information Commis-
sioner, Suzanne Legault, agreed at 
the end of March to launch an inves-
tigation into the extensive muzzling 
of federally-funded scientists at the 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
(DFO), Environment Canada, Natural 
Resources Canada and other federal 

agencies. Her decision comes after 
a February 20th complaint formally 
filed by Democracy Watch, in part-
nership with the Environmental Law 
Clinic of the University of Victoria, 
which called for a full investigation 
and was accompanied by a 128-page 
report, Muzzling Civil Servants: A 
Threat to Democracy. That report 
documents systematic silencing since 
2007 of federal scientists involved in 
research on climate change, the Al-
berta tar sands, fish farms, and other 
areas.

But the muzzling of scientists is 
only one aspect of Harper’s War on 
Science. Far more troubling is the 
actual elimination of scientific pro-
grams and the firing of scientists.  

Jim Turk, director of the Cana-
dian Association of University Teach-
ers, puts it well: “The Harper govern-
ment wants politics to always trump 
science. It wants its political views to 
dominate even if science shows that 
it’s wrong.”

The NDP’s Megan Leslie is even 
more caustic: “This government has 
abandoned evidence-based policy-
making to pursue its own brand of 
policy-based evidence-making.”

The New Inquisition

According to information pro-
vided to me in March by the Profes-
sional Institute of Public Service 
Canada (PIPSC) – the union which 
represents federal scientists and other 
professionals employed by 38 federal 
government departments – 5,332 of 
their members have already either 
lost their jobs or been transferred to 
other duties. That number includes 
139 scientists/professionals at Envi-
ronment Canada (cut by $53.8 million 
in 2012, after cuts of $200 million in 
2011), and 436 scientists/professionals 
at Fisheries and Oceans (already cut 
by $79.3 million, with $100 million 
more in cuts announced in the March 
2013 budget). Thousands of unionized 
support staff have also been cut from 
these, and other, departments.

Harper claims that his drastic 
cuts to most federal agencies are nec-
essary in order to eliminate the deficit 
before the next federal election. But as 
business writer David Olive recently 
observed (Toronto Star, March 20, 
2013), “Harper’s ultra-low corporate 
tax [15%] deprives Ottawa of $13.7 
billion a year according to Finance’s 
own estimates. That’s enough to wipe 
out the deficit in two years without 
cutting a single program.”

Canada now has the lowest cor-
porate tax rate of G8 member nations.  
Indeed, according to a 2012 study by 
the World Bank, PwC and the Inter-
national Finance Corporation, of 185 
countries examined, only seven coun-
tries have a lower corporate tax rate 
than Canada.

The DFO has been especially 
hard hit by Harper’s War on Science, 
with three rounds of cuts and anoth-
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600 turned up to support Save Ocean Science, near St Andrews 
Biological Station, New Brunswick. www.saveoceanscience.ca
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Continued on Page 16  

er three to come. The entire ocean 
contaminants research program has 
been axed, including laboratories 
and research stations across Canada.  
World-renowned scientists have been 
fired, including Dr. Peter Ross, an ex-
pert on contaminants’ effects on ma-
rine mammals.

Working out of DFO Institute of 
Ocean Sciences in Sidney, BC for the 
past 13 years, Dr. Ross is known for 
his path-breaking research on diox-
ins in pulp mill effluent, the effects of 
flame retardants on beluga whales, the 
impacts of pesticides on wild salmon, 
and the effects of industrial contami-
nants on orca whales.

Dr. Ross told DeSmog Canada 
(Jan. 21, 2013), “If someone is saying 
that we have to cut 5% from every de-
partment, that’s one thing. But when 
you turn around and cut 100% of a 
program, to me that indicates some-
thing more than fiscal restraint. It ar-
gues in favour of a targeted reduction 
of a program for some other reason.”

More than a dozen scientific pro-
grams important to Canada’s environ-
ment and oceans’ health have been 
targeted and dismantled over the past 
year, while others have been slashed 
to the bone. (See sidebar, page 17).

The Terrible Toll

DFO’s Habitat Management Pro-
gram – which monitored the effects 
of harmful industrial, agricultural 
and land-development activities on 
wild fish – is gone. DFO’s teams of 
experts on ocean contaminants in ma-
rine mammals, on marine oil pollu-
tion, and on oil spill countermeasures 
have all been disbanded. Gone too is 
the Centre for Offshore Oil, Gas and 

Energy Research – the only agency 
with the ability to adequately assess 
offshore projects. Nine out of 11 DFO 
marine science libraries will be shut.  
And the Experimental Lakes Area is 
closed.

At Environment Canada, the 
Polar Environment Atmospheric Re-
search Laboratory (PEARL) in Nuna-
vut, involved in monitoring the Arctic 
ozone hole, discovered in 2011, has 
been closed. Similarly, the Canadian 

Foundation for Climate and Atmos-
pheric Sciences, Canada’s main re-
search foundation on climate change, 
has been axed. The Canadian Centre 
for Inland Waters – the most impor-
tant science monitoring agency for 
the imperilled Great Lakes – has lost 
key staff members. Cuts to the Action 
Plan on Clean Water, which funds wa-
ter remediation, makes communities 
more vulnerable to toxics.  

Harper’s War on Science has also 
eliminated the Hazardous Materials 
Information Review Commission, 
the independent agency that ensured 
fracking companies complied with 
regulations. And by dismantling the 
Smokestacks Emissions Monitor-
ing Team at Environment Canada, 
the government has eliminated “the 
only Canadian group capable of writ-
ing and supervising credible testing 
methods for new and existing rules 
to impose limits on pollution from 
smokestacks” (PostMedia News, 
March 18, 2013).

In other cuts that are environment-

Investigation of 
Muzzling of Federal 

Scientists

At the end of March 2013, 
Canada’s federal Information 
Commissioner, Suzanne Legault, 
agreed to launch an investigation 
into the muzzling of federally-
funded scientists at the depart-
ments of Fisheries and Oceans, 
Environment Canada, Natural 
Resources Canada, and other 
federal agencies. 

S p o r a d i c  m a i n s t r e a m 
media reports since 2008 have 
attempted to highlight the muz-
zling of Canada’s scientists, 
who have been prevented from 
giving interviews with journal-
ists and speaking freely about 
their taxpayer-funded research. 
On February 17, 2012, BBC 
News reported the findings of 
Canadian journalist Margaret 
Munro: “The Postmedia News 
journalist obtained documents 
relating to interview requests 
using Canada’s equivalent of the 
Freedom of Information Act. She 
said the documents show inter-
view requests move up what she 
describes as an “increasingly 
thick layer of media managers, 
media strategists, deputy min-
isters, then go up to the Privy 
Council Office, which decides 
yes or no.” The Privy Council 
Office supports and takes its 
orders from the Prime Minister’s 
Office but it has a certain degree 
of power in its own right. Several 
Cabinet ministers are members 
of the Privy Council. 

J u s t  h o w  t h o r o u g h l y 
Suzanne Legault will investigate 
this chain of command in terms 
of the muzzling remains to be 
seen. 

—J.N.

A	Millwatch	Special	Report
From

Reach	for	Unbleached!	
http://www.rfu.org

More than a dozen scientific programs important to Canada’s 
environment and ocean health have been targeted and dismantled 
over the past year, while others have been slashed to the bone.
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War on Science continued

related, the Cereal Research Centre in 
Winnipeg – which developed popular 
spring wheat varieties for Western 
Canada – is set to close in April 2014. 
Even the National Research Council’s 
world-renowned Canada Institute for 
Scientific & Technical Information 
has been cut drastically.  These are 
the people who solve issues such as 
responding to pandemics, and main-
taining food and product safety.

Gary Goodyear, minister of state 
for science and technology, has con-
sistently defended the Harper gov-
ernment from accusations of a War 
on Science by emphasizing the $5.5 
billion that the Feds have provided to 
the Canada Foundation for Innovation 
(CFI), including another $225 million 
to the CFI in Economic Action Plan 
2013 released on March 21.   

Who Decides?

The CFI – the key decision-mak-
er for all science funding in Canada – 
has a governing body of 13 members, 
seven of whom are appointed by the 
Minister of Industry (Christian Para-
dis). These members then select the 
other six members.  

This governing body then ap-
points seven of the 13 CFI Board of 
Directors, receives reports from the 
Board, appoints auditors, approves the 
Annual Report, sets strategic objec-
tives and makes final decisions about 
what science projects will be funded, 
including at universities. According 
to the CFI website, the members are 
“similar to a company’s shareholders, 
but representing the Canadian public.”   

But a look at the CFI members 
indicates that it is a highly politicized 
body (including a founding trustee of 
the Fraser Institute) that is making the 
decisions about what science to sup-
port with its $5.5 billion in taxpayer 
dollars.

CFI Co-Chair David Fung is 
so thoroughly embedded in China-

Canada business/trade collaboration 
that he may as well be seen as a de 
facto vice-president of CNOOC (Chi-
na National Offshore Oil Corp.). The 
other Co-Chair, Roland Hosein, is a 
vice-president of GE Canada, a com-
pany that is thoroughly engaged in 
promoting “energy export corridors” 
and water-privatization efforts across 
Canada, including GENI (September-
October 2011 Watershed Sentinel) 
and (with Goldman Sachs) the Aque-
duct Alliance (January-February 2012 
Watershed Sentinel). 

Meanwhile, the Board of Direc-
tors of the CFI includes the President/
CEO of the Montreal Economic In-
stitute (a perennial advocate of bulk 
water export), and an executive for 
Husky Energy (whose Hong Kong bil-
lionaire owner, Li Ka-Shing is buying 
up water/utilities around the globe).  

Otherwise, both the CFI Mem-
bers List and the CFI Board are 
packed with corporate biotechnology 
representatives. (See www.watershed-
sentinel.ca for a list of members.) 

So Harper’s War on Science has 
some obvious goals, including getting 
rid of all federally-funded science that 
would impede water export, as well 
as any science standing in the way of 
aquaculture, tar sands and offshore oil 
development, and natural gas export.

As Maude Barlow and renowned 
freshwater scientist, David Schindler 
wrote in the Star Phoenix (March 
15, 2013), “The Harper government 
is systematically dismantling almost 
every law, regulation, program or 
research facility aimed at protecting 
freshwater in Canada and around the 
world.”  Harper even killed the Global 
Environmental Monitoring System, 
an inexpensive project that monitored 
3,000 freshwater sites around the 
world for a UN database.

In 2010, the Harper government 
created the Red Tape Reduction Com-
mission, a little-known advisory body 
overseen by Treasury Board’s Tony 

Clement and packed with private-
sector members. They came up with a 
strategy for “reducing the regulatory 
burden on businesses to better enable 
them to make needed investments in 
productivity and job creation.” Called 
the “one-for-one” rule, the meas-
ure “requires regulators to remove a 
regulation each time they introduce a 
new regulation that imposes new ad-
ministrative burden on business.” The 
Harper government adopted the “one-
for-one” rule in January 2013, with 
Treasury Board bragging that “Can-
ada will be the first country to give 
such a rule the weight of legislation.”

Of course, the Harper govern-
ment has already wiped out most fed-
eral environmental regulation with 
omnibus budget bills C-38 and C-45.  
And now, with the War on Science, a 
few bean-counters left in federal de-
partments will be tasked with choos-
ing which rule to eliminate if a new 
regulation is added.  

That kind of stupidity is what has 
made the Harper Conservatives (and 
Canada) look truly medieval to much 
of the scientific world.

Now the Harper government is 
scrambling to look “green” and “sci-
entific” in order to get US approval for 
its Keystone XL dilbit export pipeline 
and to bolster various trade issues 
(including the Fuel Quality Direc-
tive) pending with Europe. But hav-
ing axed so much environmental and 
climate science, including the Cana-
dian Foundation for Climate and At-
mospheric Sciences, and having fired 
hundreds of scientists across the land, 
the Harper Cabinet looks like nothing 
less than the New Inquisition dressed 
in a cowboy hat.

t
Joyce Nelson is an award-winning 
freelance writer/researcher and the 

author of five books.
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Environmental Science 
Axed by Harper (2012-2013)

Fisheries & Oceans
Discontinued: Species-at-Risk Program, Ocean 
Contaminants & Marine Toxicology Program, Habitat 
Management, Experimental Lakes Area (Northern 
Ontario), DFO Marine Science Libraries, Centre for 
Offshore Oil & Gas Energy Research 

Slashed: DFO Institute of Ocean Sciences (Sidney, 
BC), Freshwater Institute - Winnipeg, Oil Spill Counter-
Measures Team, Maurice-Lamontagne Institute (Quebec), 
Canada Coast Guard/Kitsilano Coast Guard Station

Environment Canada
Discontinued: Environmental Emergency Response Program, 
Urban Wastewater Program, Polar Environment Atmospheric 
Research Laboratory (Nunavut), Canadian Foundation for 
Climate and Atmospheric Sciences, Smokestacks Emissions 
Monitoring Team, Hazardous Materials Information Review 
Commission, National Roundtable on the Environment and the 
Economy

Slashed: Environmental Protection Operations, Compliance 
Promotion Program, Action Plan on Clean Water, Sustainable 
Water Management Division, Environmental Effects 
Monitoring Program, Contaminated Sites Action Plan, 
Chemicals Management Plan, Canadian Centre for Inland 
Waters (Burlington, Ont.)     

Health Canada
Slashed: Pest Management Regulatory Agency

Natural Resources Canada (NRCan)
Slashed: Reduced science capacity for oversight and research

National Research Council 
Slashed: Canada Institute for Scientific & Technical Information

Transport Canada
Slashed: Transportation of Dangerous Goods (pipelines/
tankers oversight), Transport Canada Aircraft Services

Other
Discontinued: Arctic Institute of North America’s Kluane 
Research Station, The Global Environmental Monitoring 
System, Cereal Research Centre (Winnipeg), Canadian 
Environmental Network, Prairies Regional Office: Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency, The Research Tools and 
Instruments Grant Program, Grants Programs administered by 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC)

Slashed: The Centre for Plant Health (Vancouver Island), The 
Great Lakes Forestry Centre (Toronto), Horticulture Research 
& Development Centre (Quebec), Plant Pathology Program 
(Summerland, BC), Canadian Science Centre for Human 
and Animal Health (Winnipeg), The National Water Research 
Institute (Burlington, Ont.), Prairie Farm Rehabilitation 
Administration

Primary Sources:  
The Professional Institute of Public Service Canada; CBC News

Save Ocean Science
by Susan MacVittie
When residents in St. Andrews, New Brunswick 

heard that the federal government was going to close the 
St. Andrews Biological Station (SABS) Library, discon-
tinue the Contaminants and Toxicology (CT) program, 
and reduce the Habitat program as part of its cost cut-
ting measures, they formed Save Ocean Science (SOS) 
to raise awareness about the impact of lost jobs and lost 
science. 

Since 1908, the SABS Library has provided 
resources to scientists and researchers who often travel 
to access the world’s largest collection of Northwest 
Atlantic material. The library is staffed by dedicated 
information science and management professionals, 
critical to the research enterprise. DFO claims that 
much of the library collection will be digitized but Dr. 
Peter Wells says, “Libraries cannot simply be replaced 
by digitized collections of monographs, journals and 
grey literature (e.g., technical reports), much of which 
is not yet nor may ever be available in such a format.” 
SOS explains that aside, from the cost of digitizing a 
mas sive volume of data, copyright issues would pre vent 
electronically storing some of the re search. Moving or 
abandoning collections of archival materials, important 
both regionally and nationally, may lead to irreparable 
loss of documents and information of scientific and his-
torical importance. 

The CT section studies chemical and physical pol-
lution and its effects on the aquatic environment. The 
CT pioneered the research on the occurrence of organo-
chlorine (DDT, PCBs) residues in biota from Canadian 
waters, determined the efficacy and environmental 
effect of chemicals used to disperse oil from spills, and 
responded to fish kills caused by oil spills in Cheda-
bucto Bay, NS and recently, Gulf of Alaska and Gulf of 
Mexico. Who will respond if the CT no longer exists?

Letters to New Brunswick MP’s are needed. FMI 
please  visit the SOS website: www.saveoceanscience.ca



When people in BC say “fish,” 
they are often talking about salmon. Wild 
salmon in all their diversity support the ec-
osystems, economy, and succour the spirit 
of the province. But salmon, like most of 
the world’s supply of food fish, are in a ten-
uous situation. Fish provide about one fifth 
of the animal protein for humans in the 
world, and demand is growing. However, 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the UN says half of the global fisheries are 
at maximum production and a third are 
already depleted, sometimes due to waste 
and bad practices. In this special issue 
on Fish we examine the role government 
plays in protecting endangered marine 
species, recommendations by the Cohen 
Commission for Fraser River salmon and 
learn about the forage fish: herring and 
eulachon. We also show, what Alexandra 
Morton calls, the “love affair” between 
people and fish, expressed through con-
sumer guidance programs and the thou-
sands of people who volunteer as stream 
keepers. 18

Focus on Fish is Sponsored by
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by Jeff Hutchings

What do Atlantic cod and BC’s 
canary rockfish have in common with 
the burrowing owl and Vancouver Is-
land marmot? They have all declined 
by more than 80 or 90%. And they 
are all considered to be at increased 
risk of extinction by the Committee 
on the Status of Endangered Wildlife 
in Canada (COSEWIC). COSEWIC 
is the national science body, arms-
length from government, responsible 
for advising the federal Minister of 
the Environment on species at risk.

Despite similar declines, these 
species part company when it comes 
to inclusion on Canada’s national le-
gal list of species at risk. Most endan-
gered and threatened terrestrial plants 
and animals are on the list; most 
marine fish are not. Species that are 
listed are protected under the Species 
at Risk Act, or SARA. It is unlawful 
to harm or kill listed species or to de-
stroy habitat critical to their persist-
ence. Recovery strategies are required 
by law. And government must miti-
gate factors that threaten their per-
sistence, such as habitat destruction, 
over-exploitation, non-native species, 
and increasingly climate change.

Since 2004, COSEWIC has ad-
vised the federal government that 27 
endangered or threatened marine fish 
warrant inclusion on the national list. 
Of the mere ten listing decisions ren-
dered to date, only two were in favour 
(basking shark in the Pacific, white 
shark in the Atlantic). The remaining 
17 are in listing-decision limbo; the 
decision period for the shortfin mako 
shark is seven years and counting.

In other words, 80% of the time 
the federal government has decided 
not to list an endangered or threat-
ened marine fish. Why? The simple 
reason is that the listing of species of 
commercial value, even if that value 
is pathetically marginal, would affect 
industry. Catches would have to be 
cut. Fisheries would have to be closed.

The Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans (DFO) is government’s 
standard bearer for Canada’s fishing 
and aquaculture industries. It seems 
to perceive the fishery closures that 
would surely be required by SARA to 
be an infringement of DFO’s responsi-
bilities under the Fisheries Act, a 19th 
century relict that binds the fisheries 
minister to next to nothing and whose 
best-by date is widely considered to 
have long since passed.

DFO argues that listing is not 
required under SARA because the 
Fisheries Act provides all the tools 
necessary for recovery. In theory, 
that’s true. In practice, it’s largely a 
sham. Marine fishes declined because 
of the over-fishing that was allowed 
under the Fisheries Act. The legisla-
tion that purportedly trumps SARA 
is the same legislation that permitted 
historically unprecedented species 
depletions.

Another issue for DFO is that the 
listing of marine fish would require 
the establishment of recovery targets 
and rebuilding timelines. This sounds 
reasonable. Targets are indicative of 
a strategy. They suggest a plan. Yet 
DFO has not set recovery targets for 
most marine fish. This includes cod, 
whose decline is the greatest numeri-
cal loss of a vertebrate in Canadian 
history. More than twenty years after 
collapse, cod shows no signs of recov-
ery. Indeed, it is still fished.

Canada exudes pride in being 
caretaker to 20% of the globe’s fresh 
water, one-third of its boreal forests, 
and the world’s longest coastline. 
However, this aquatic and terrestrial 
wealth comes with a responsibility to 
be internationally-respected stewards 
of this vast environment. We are ap-
parently not up to the task. The recent 
dismantling of federal environmental 
legislation is one example of our fal-
tering efforts. Failure to list, yet con-
tinue to harvest, endangered species 
is another. The porbeagle shark, ac-
knowledged by everyone but Canada 
to be endangered, was not listed be-
cause it might have affected the liveli-
hoods of two fishermen. Canada was 
unwilling to demonstrate responsible 
stewardship for a species that had de-
clined 90% and will take decades to 
recover, if ever. Where is the pride in 
that?

t
Jeff Hutchings is Killam Professor 
of Biology at Dalhousie University, 
President of the Canadian Society for 
Ecology and Evolution, and former 
Chair of COSEWIC.
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by Brenda Gaertner

I’ve had the honour of working with First 
Nations on fisheries issues for 27 years and have 
so much yet to learn. Some say the more you 
know a subject, the less objective you can be. So 
I’m going to stick to the facts – they speak for themselves.

State of Fraser River Sockeye Salmon (FRSS)
Salmon are one of the most important wild fish in the 

Pacific Northwest – not only to humans, but also to entire 
ecosystems which, for thousands of years, relied upon their 
incredible resilience and complex life cycles. Along with 
other members of the salmon families, FRSS are funda-
mental to Indigenous societies since time immemorial; and 
have been significant to British Columbia for over a centu-
ry. Over 50% of all salmon production in British Columbia 
occurs in the Fraser Watershed – the largest abundance of 
salmon in the world for a single river.

FRSS are vulnerable to human impacts, natural envi-
ronmental variations and their own population cycles – all 
of which strongly influence survival and production.  FRSS 
have widely varying life histories, genetic and habitat char-
acteristics that create different levels of vulnerabilities and 
strengths. Over their four to five years, FRSS encounter 
largely unmonitored variations in physical and chemical 
conditions, food, competitors, predators and disease, over 
the several thousand kilometres from the upper reaches of 
the Fraser River to the Gulf of Alaska.

There have been relatively large, rapid, 
and consistent decreases in sockeye produc-
tivity since the 1990s in many areas along the 
West Coast of North America. In 2009 only 1.5 
million adult FRSS returned to their spawning 
grounds, the lowest number since 1947 and only 

14% of the pre-season forecast of 10.5 million fish. Seven-
teen of the 19 FRSS stocks have shown declines in produc-
tivity over the last two decades (with two exceptions being 
the Harrison and Late Shuswap). Harrison sockeye have a 
unique juvenile life history. They go to sea one year earlier 
as fry, and they appear to migrate out through the Strait of 
Juan de Fuca rather than Johnstone Strait. Scientifically we 
don’t yet know if that’s helping them.

Over the last two decades, an increasing amount of 
FRSS are dying while migrating back to their spawning 
beds, or just before they spawn, which poses a fundamental 
threat to their long-term viability. The earlier sockeye runs 
(e.g., Early Stuart, Scotch, Seymour, Fennell, Gates and 
Nadina) and the later runs (Harrison, Portage and Weav-
er) appear most susceptible to this en-route loss. The early 
FRSS have some of the longest migration routes, and the 
later runs are exposed to increasingly warming water tem-
peratures. The runs returning mid-summer (e.g., Quesnel 
and Chilko) have the greatest tolerance for increased water 
temperatures, and have experienced few, if any, years with 
large en-route loss.

Ecological systems are dynamic, and constantly 
change across space and time.  Ecologically speaking, it 

Challenges 
Ahead for 

Fraser River 
Sockeye
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is the interaction of several factors, rather than one factor 
per se, that causes changes. Species like FRSS, which have 
been around for a long time, have likely had opportunities 
to adapt to ecological changes. However, stressors that may 
be unlikely on their own to affect salmon productivity may 
combine with other factors to create sufficient cumulative 
stress to kill salmon.

Public Inquiry
In 2010 the Government of Canada called a public in-

quiry to investigate the decline of FRSS, and appointed Jus-
tice Bruce Cohen to serve as Commissioner.  During a time 
of increasing fiscal constraint almost $30 million was spent 
to hold the Cohen Inquiry into Fraser River Sockeye Salm-
on. There were over 180 witnesses, 900 
public submissions and 2,050 exhibits from 
a database of over 570,000 disclosed docu-
ments – most from Department of Fisher-
ies and Oceans (DFO). Cohen conducted 
10 community visits and commissioned 15 
scientific expert reports. That’s a lot of information on a 
complex issue over a short period of time.

Cohen was asked to make findings of fact regarding the 
cause of the decline of FRSS and make recommendations 
to the Government of Canada regarding the long-term sus-
tainability of FRSS fisheries.

Cohen’s Key Findings and Recommendations
The low 2009 return was likely attributable to unusual 

ocean conditions in the Strait of Georgia and Queen Char-
lotte Sound in 2007 when those fish were smolts migrating 
out to sea. Scientists noted that Queen Charlotte Sound had 
the lowest average surface salinity on record caused by ex-
tremely high volumes of river discharge and extreme wind 
anomalies resulting in a warm low density surface layer to 
be retained in the Sound. We will never know with cer-
tainty whether those smolts died while migrating through 
the Sound or later, as it’s also possible that other stressors 
– such as disease or contaminants – could have interacted 
with marine conditions to cause death.

As for the long-term decline in FRSS productivity – 
Cohen concluded that this is likely attributable to cumula-
tive impacts in freshwater and marine environments, and 
broader regional influences, including predators, pathogens 
and ocean patterns driven by climate processes. He found 
there is little understanding about the impact the various 
stressors have, not only individual stressors at a single point 
of time, but also cumulative and delayed effects.

Cohen’s report gives a detailed assessment of the ex-
haustive list of threats that the FRSS face in the freshwater, 
including contaminants, climate change and infectious dis-

eases; and in the marine environment, including biophysi-
cal regional conditions, habitat loss, warming waters, in-
creased exposure to disease and pathogens,  and food com-
petition in the Gulf of Alaska. 

Prognosis
Cohen’s report doesn’t solve problems, it identifies 

challenges and provides a collaborative path forward to 
help the sustainability of FRSS. Cohen found that the stres-
sors currently affecting FRSS will likely continue unless 
remedial measures are introduced and that immediate ac-
tion is needed to reduce three human stressors: habitat loss, 
contaminants and salmon farms.

Given that temperature is “the master biological fac-
tor for fish,” climate change is of particu-
lar concern for the sustainability of FRSS. 
Cohen found that there is much uncer-
tainty about how FRSS will respond to 
increasing temperatures and deteriorating 
environmental conditions and that we can-

not assume that today’s most productive populations and 
regions will sustain productivity into the future. Therefore 
the protection of biodiversity was all the more compelling. 

Cohen’s recommendations rely upon existing Canadian 
law that places ultimate authority and paramount responsi-
bility on DFO to conserve wild sockeye, and that those obli-
gations extend to all fish, not just those that are important to 
a fishery today. DFO has an obligation to conserve all fish 
habitat and protect wild stocks. Given this mandate, Cohen 
found it a conflict of interest for DFO to promote the salmon 
farming industry.

Cohen’s recommendations regarding the Wild Salmon 
Policy (WSP) and habitat protection are compelling. The 
WSP was released by Canada in June 2005, after six years 
of drafting, consultation, debate and review. The policy, 
initiated by First Nations and a group of concerned DFO 
scientists and staff, evolved to become a broad initiative in-
volving DFO scientists, policy makers, First Nations, stake-
holders, interested members of the public, and academics. 
While not perfect, the WSP is a process and a means by 
which everyone concerned about the sustainability of wild 
salmon has a part to play to “restore and maintain healthy 
and diverse salmon populations and their habitats for the 
benefit and enjoyment of the people of Canada in perpetu-
ity.” Clearly – all of us interested in long-term sustainabil-
ity should not only demand its implementation, but also get 
down to doing the difficult work it requires. This is exactly 
what Cohen recommended. He said DFO doesn’t need more 
policies; it needs action.

Cohen, disappointed with DFO’s progress with the 

DFO doesn’t need 
more policies. 

It needs action.

Continued on Page 22  
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WSP, provided practical and time-specific recommenda-
tions to change that. Cohen found that Canada needs to 
take immediate and ongoing actions to implement the WSP.  
Some deadlines recommended by Cohen have already 
passed, without comment from the Government of Canada.   
In fact, recently we’ve learned that 
a 2011 scientific report on FRSS 
and WSP is being held up in Otta-
wa. No comment and doing noth-
ing is an unacceptable response.

I find it hard to believe we are 
being governed by a Prime Min-
ister who denies climate change 
and is systematically changing the 
laws, budgets, research, capacity, and public voice of those 
legally responsible for protecting this precious resource. 
Climate change is a constant evolutionary process, and the 
obvious changes we are presently experiencing are trou-
bling. How is it that some humans seem unaccountable for 
the impacts of their actions on other humans and other spe-
cies on this precious planet? Getting rid of long-standing 
programs that monitor ecological changes, silencing those 
who work hard to identify and articulate the nature and se-
verity of the challenges, not releasing reports, and trying to 
reduce legal obligations to protect and conserve these vital 
species is simply wrong. This message must be made le-
gally, politically, scientifically, and ethically clear to Prime 
Minister Harper.

When Canada tabled and passed Bill C-38 (after the 
Inquiry was over, but before Cohen finished his report), 
the writing was on the wall. Cohen noted that there was no 
mention by DFO about the intention to change the Fisher-
ies Act during the Inquiry and raised a number of concerns 
regarding Bill C-38 including that it narrowed the focus of 
the Fisheries Act from protecting fish habitat to protect-
ing existing fisheries; it expands the circumstances where 
harm to fish habitat may be authorized; it appears contrary 
to ecosystem-based management in the Oceans Act; it re-
verses the approach to fish protection and undermines the 
precautionary approach of the WSP; and it tips the balance 
towards existing fisheries at the expense of conservation.

It’s a significant risk to the long-term sustainability 
of our wild salmon stocks to only protect the stocks that 
are presently being harvested. Cohen’s findings make that 
clear.  We have no idea which salmon stocks will be able to 
adapt to foreseeable climate changes and increasing stres-
sors. We must protect their habitat so they have a fighting 
chance.

Given Canada’s obligations, and Cohen’s clear findings 
and recommendations, Canada cannot implement further 
revisions to the Fisheries Act that would compromise biodi-
versity and long-term sustainability of wild salmon stocks, 
including FRSS. The amendments to the Fisheries Act con-
tained in Bill C-38 have two phases. Only certain amend-
ments are now in force, while others come into force only 
if Cabinet decides to make them effective. Prime Minis-

ter Harper is now on notice – he 
has Cohen’s report. He must not 
ignore it. The second round of 
amendments can’t be made ef-
fective in a way that ignores the 
evidence, conclusions and recom-
mendations that the Government 
of Canada requested and paid for. 

When speaking to your local 
MP or writing to Prime Minister Harper remember:

1. Cohen’s report is clear on the cumulative stressors 
to FRSS and their habitat and the prognosis for FRSS.

2. Cohen identifies clear priorities for immediate 
remedial action – habitat loss, contaminants and salmon 
farms – combined with increased assessment and research.

3. Cohen relies heavily on Canada’s constitutional 
obligations and DFO’s mandate to protect and conserve 
wild salmon.

4. Through Bills C-38 and C-45, the continued cuts 
to DFO’s budget in BC Region, the increasing delay in tak-
ing remedial action and preventing the release of informa-
tion, the Government of Canada appears more interested in 
abdicating its responsibilities to manage and protect wild 
stocks and habitat.

Let’s make sure Justice Cohen was right that British 
Columbians will not tolerate more then a “minimal risk 
of serious harm” to FRSS from salmon farming. He was 
definitely right that First Nations, stakeholders and citizens 
of British Columbia are going to have to hold the Govern-
ment of Canada and DFO accountable for implementing the 
changes necessary for the sustainability of FRSS. We must 
get on with doing the necessary remedial work. 

EDITOR’S NOTE: For more on Cohen’s recommenda-
tions see the Watershed Watch Salmon Society’s Cohen Re-
port Card, www.watershed-watch.org/cohen-report-card

t

Brenda Gaertner, a partner with Mandell Pinder LLP, pro-
vides legal advice to Aboriginal Governments. She was 
lead counsel for the First Nations Coalition in the Cohen 
Commission.

It’s a significant risk to the 
long-term sustainability of our 

wild salmon stocks to only 
protect the stocks that are 
presently being harvested.

The Cohen Commission Findings continued
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by Susan MacVittie

According to the World Wildlife Fund, more than 70% of 
the world’s marine resources are either fully exploited or over-
fished. The global fishing fleet is two-to-three times larger than 
the oceans can sustainably support and it’s not just the fish we eat 
that are affected. Each year, billions of unwanted fish and other 
animals (including dolphins, marine turtles, seabirds, sharks, 
and corals) die due to inefficient, illegal, and destructive fish-
ing practices. To guide consumers through the fishy business of 
purchasing responsibly-fished seafood, there are a few programs 
that identify and encourage sustainable fishing practices.

Seachoice
SeaChoice, Canada’s most comprehensive sustainable sea-

food program, was created to help consumers take an active role 
in supporting sustainable fisheries and aquaculture at all levels 
of the seafood supply chain. The SeaChoice program is operated 
by the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, David Suzuki 
Foundation, Ecology Action Centre, Living Oceans Society and 
Sierra Club BC. www.seachoice.org

ThisFish
Ecotrust Canada’s ThisFish program encourages consum-

ers to connect the seafood they enjoy with the place and people 
who harvested it. ThisFish is a web-based seafood traceability 
system that was developed in collaboration with fish harvesters 
and seafood businesses on Canada’s east and west coasts.

Fishermen assign a code using a tag or a label to the fish and 
upload the code and related info about where, when and how it is 
caught to the ThisFish website. www.thisfish.info

Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)
MSC is the world’s leading certification and eco-labelling 

program for sustainable seafood. Look for seafood with the dis-
tinctive blue MSC label.

Tuna
The 2013 Greenpeace Canned Tuna Sustainability Rank-

ing represents the results of extensive surveys sent to the ma-
jor canned tuna producers in Canada, asking for information 
not only on what types of tuna, methods and areas of catch 
are used, but also what policies producers have in place for 
tuna procurement as well as to ensure that the vessels catch-
ing the fish are operating legally and adhering to laws.  
www.greenpeace.org/canada/tunaranking

t

A consumer’s guide to responsibly-fished products
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by John Kelson

Eulachon. The name brings a 
wide range of responses from people. 
Even in coastal BC, many people will 
ask, “what are they?” Some who know 
a little about eulachon will say, “oh 
my, they’re slimy little fish,” or, “they 
taste gross.” Those who know more 
sometimes say, “when I was a kid we 
used to eat them from the Fraser,” and 
can identify them as members of the 
smelt family. Coastal First Nations 
who’ve eaten them all their lives, 
and others lucky enough to have had 
a chance, know they are the best fish 
one can eat, and as a result are either 
sought after annually where possible, 
or terribly missed. 

Smelt
Eulachon are anadramous smelt, 

that is, fish that live in the ocean and 
spawn in fresh water like salmon. 
However, being fairly small (40-70 
grams) they are not strong enough to 

swim far upstream. Eulachon spawn 
in spring during low flow and big 
tides, using the rising tide that reverses 
the flow of the river to boost them up-
stream to where they spawn at night in 
moderate flows over sandy substrates. 

Eggs become sticky once ferti-
lized, and ideally stick to clean coarse 
sand that anchors them for the month 
or so of incubation. Salt water erodes 
the little attachment that anchors the 
eggs, so eggs have to stay upstream 
of saltwater intrusion into the river 
to avoid being washed out to sea and 
dying. These are very specific habitat 
requirements that determine where 

eulachon can spawn successfully. 
Once hatched, larvae drift out to 

sea quickly and live in nearshore wa-
ters, meaning they don’t travel around 
the Pacific like salmon, but remain off 
the coast in waters up to 300 metres 
deep. There, for three to five years, 
they live over sandy bottoms eating 
euphausiids, tiny planktonic animals 
we often call krill. Once mature they 
lose their large canine teeth and travel 
in large schools to snowmelt fed rivers 
like the Columbia, Fraser, Skeena, and 
Nass. There are approximately 15 riv-
ers in BC used by eulachon, all on the 
mainland. 

Spawning occurs in the spring, at 
the end of a long and potentially hungry 
winter. Eulachon are so abundant  they 
can not be consumed fresh, and various 
methods have been developed to pre-
serve them. Easiest is sun-dried, and 
many are still preserved this way es-
pecially in the Nass. Many are smoked 
until they are dried, an effective way of 
preserving them for up to a year.

 The little fish that is Canada’s cultural treasure

They are a foundation 
of native culture and 

the spark plug in 
the engine of spring 

reproduction for many 
species.

Eulachon harvest on the Pacific northwest coast 

Seals welcome the smelts
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Grease
However, the preferred method is 

to render them into grease, essentially 
aging them until their tissues become 
soft enough, that when cooked in hot 
water, the oil floats to the surface. 
Eulachon grease is a super-food, an 
essential ingredient in First Nations 
cuisine, and therefore a very valuable 
trade commodity. In past times grease 
was traded over great distances, in-
cluding far inland, over trade routes 
commonly called grease trails. These 
trails were really just the trade routes, 
but since grease was a main commod-
ity, we have come to know them as 
grease trails. Modern grease trails are 
the paved roads of our highway sys-
tem, but no less important for trans-
port of indigenous foods.

Eulachon are only found in the 
eastern Pacific Ocean, from northern 
California to southwestern Alaska 
and into the Bering Sea. In general, 
their numbers are seriously reduced 
from historic abundance. 

Eulachon are forage fish, a nu-
merous prey species that is an impor-
tant food source supporting many oth-
er species. At various stages of their 
life they are critically important to: 
Stellar sea lions, halibut, white stur-
geon, gulls and other birds of many 
species, otters, trout and salmon. Even 
coastal wolves eat them. 

Conditions for Decline
A variety of factors have contrib-

uted to declines. The specific com-
bination of clean sand and moderate 
flows at the right time of year required 
for spawning and incubation has been 
destroyed in many rivers by modifi-
cations like rip rap to protect banks 
(that causes the river to scour sand 
away from the bottom (thus remov-
ing habitat), dams (that can change the 
flow regime of the river and starve the 
river of sediment contribution from 
upstream), dredging, and logging 
(that can also change flow regime of a 
watershed and increase fine sediments 
– silt is not good for anchoring eggs). 

Eulachon are basically extirpated 
(locally extinct) in California, where 
the Redwood forests have been almost 
completely logged. Dams, dredging, 
and habitat destruction have basically 
destroyed the Columbia River where 

80% of all eulachons used to spawn. 
The Fraser River is a tiny remnant 
of past abundance although the few 
spawners can still find some reason-
able habitat in the Pitt River. Runs on 
the central coast of BC are greatly di-
minished, and some runs have had no 
returns for many years. 

Only once you reach the Skeena, 
Nass, and rivers to the north are runs 
still healthy. This could suggest bet-
ter marine survival, since warming 
ocean conditions can affect distribu-
tion of predators and possibly availa-
bility of food. However, I am a simple 
thinker and always prefer to believe 
the most obvious thing. It is only 
once you reach the Skeena and Nass 
that habitat destruction has not de-
stroyed the very specific habitats re-
quired by eggs for successful incuba-
tion. Changing ocean conditions and 
habitat destruction make the future of 
eulachon in the southern parts of their 
distribution doubtful. The Skeena and 
rivers to the north are therefore criti-
cally important. 

Consider the Kitimat River
Formerly the most valuable and 

easily fished run in BC, it had a large 
run and as a result, the Haisla were 
rich beyond description. It was well 
managed with a strict set of rules that 
incorporated ecological principles. 
For example, the net used, called the 
takath, only caught fish being pulled 
downstream with the falling tide, 
most of which had already spawned. 
Eulachon were (and are when possi-
ble) processed to remove the oil and 
turned into eulachon grease, a super-
food and essential ingredient in First 
Nations traditional food. 

Prior to 1972 and the construc-
tion of a pulpmill, now closed, on the 
Kitimat River, the Haisla were the Ar-
abs of the eulachon grease-based oil 
business. However, there is now a city 
in the Kitimat estuary. The river is en-
trained, controlled, and flooding pre-
vented by rip rap. Every bank in the 
Kitimat estuary is armoured and as a 
result the river scours down removing 
fine sediment. Pollution from various 
industries has been blamed for killing 
off the eulachon run, but bank stabi-
lization has probably been a bigger 
factor, together with an impassable 
weir the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans fish hatchery built across the 
river to keep it’s intake in the water  – 
that resulted in loss of more than half 
of available spawning habitat. 

Consider the Kemano River
Alcan discharges the waste water 

There are 
approximately 15 rivers 
in BC used by eulachon, 

all on the mainland.

Continued on Page 26  

Mature Eulachon 
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Eulachon continued

from its power plant (water taken from 
the Nechako and the Fraser River sys-
tem) into the Kemano, causing the tri-
ple whammy of attracting eulachon, 
that are attracted to flow, washing 
away the fine sediments needed for in-
cubation, and increasing flows during 
incubation. This turned a small river 
with an intermittent run into an eula-
chon killing zone and de-populated 
Gardner Canal including the pristine 
Kowesas and Kitlope rivers. 

Cultural Icon
I admit I am an eulachon-hugger. 

Yet I don’t think it is unreasonable to 
suggest they should be recognized as 
the poster child for coastal ecology in 
the entire temperate rainforest. Much 
like Giant Pandas that symbolize the 

wildlife of China, 
eulachon could be 
considered the key-
stone species in the 
coastal ecosystem. 
They are a founda-
tion of Native cul-
ture and the spark 
plug in the engine of 
spring reproduction 
for many species. 

The lack of re-
search effort and 
management they 
receive might be the 

best example of the philosophical bias 
of salmo-centric DFO and the failure 
to achieve any kind of ecosystem-
based manage-
ment. My inten-
tion is not just 
to criticize DFO, 
but it can’t be 
denied that the 
eulachon story 
also illustrates 
DFO’s cultural 
bias. DFO main-
ly cares about 
commercial spe-
cies, and has al-
ways considered 
eulachon non-
commercial. However to the coastal 
First Nations that still have them, the 
eulachon fishery is the best remain-
ing example of traditional subsist-

ence harvesting 
– culturally and 
economically vi-
tal. We know the 
largest by-catch of 
the shrimp-trawl 
fishery in BC is 
eulachon, and the 
shrimp-trawl fish-
ery is allowed to 
exist, with some 
slight and un-
measured tweak-
ing in methods 

out of consideration for eulachon. If 
the shrimp-trawl fishery was killing 
steelhead or coho, would it be allowed 
to exist? 

Significantly, this year there was 
a fairly strong run in the Kemano 
after nine years without anything. 
Given the lifespan of eulachon, this 
proves they can stray in large num-
bers. Purely conjecture, but logical-
ly, this year’s run was composed of 
eulachon straying from the Skeena. 
The Skeena is a very important run, 
although almost completely unfished. 
In 2001 researchers, including myself, 
did a study that estimated the Skeena 
run to be about 500 tonnes. That is a 
lot of fish. 

Since eulachon stray and  some 
rivers still have strong enough runs, 
then if we can fix ruined habitat they 
might come back. To maintain the 
potential for straying and stock res-
toration, we have to protect healthier 
rivers like the Skeena, rivers currently 
threatened by proposed pipelines and 
the potential for fugitive oil, and other 
industrial developments. 

t

John Kelson is a conservation biolo-
gist and canopy walkway builder for 
projects around the world.

Filtering the oil

Coming in with the catch
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by Susan MacVittie

When Spanish Creek stream-
keeper, Ron Gruber, answered a 
knock on his door in the early ’90s and 
told the canvasser he’d be interested in 
streamkeeping, he never expected that 
much would come out of it. Years later 
the culvert that hosted Spanish Creek   
that was devoid of salmon since the 
1950s, has been transformed into a 
beautiful greenbelt that is now home 
to returning Chum and Coho salmon. 

“Spanish Bank Creek doesn’t 
mean much to the commercial or 
sport fisheries, but the educational 
value of this little stream is incred-
ible,” says Gruber. About 25 Vancou-
ver schools receive a number of chum 
eggs from the Department of Fisher-
ies and Oceans each year, which are 
hatched in classroom aquariums. In 
the spring, under Gruber’s watchful 
eye, the kids troop down to Spanish 
Bank Creek and release the fry. Over 
the years, the number of fry released 
has been reduced, because the wild 
fish are spawning so successfully. 
“I’m quite thrilled with the progress 
we made,” says Gruber.

Spanish Creek, which drains the 
highlands of  Point Grey, not far from 
the downtown core of Vancouver, ex-
emplifies the work of dedicated com-
munity volunteers and collaboration 
that the Pacific Streamkeepers Fed-
eration (PSkF) supports.

Since 1995 PSkF has been help-
ing streamkeepers take action through 
support, education, and building part-
nerships. The Federation grew out of 
community concern for the health 
and well being of Pacific salmon, and 
works with colleges and Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada to deliver qual-
ity streamkeeper training throughout 
BC.

The Streamkeeper Training Pro-
gram is the foundation of PSkF which 
provides training to interested citizens 
using a handbook with 14 hands-on 
project modules. The modules include 
teaching volunteers how to conduct 
various surveys such as stream habi-
tat, water quality, stream invertebrate, 
streamside planting and juvenile fish 
trapping and identification methods.

“Many of the streamkeeper vol-
unteers are introduced to salmon 
creekside,” says PSkF co-Founder  Zo 
Ann Morten. “They line up and you 
can feel the excitement in the air as 
kids and kids-at-heart anticipate the 
bucket with a few small fish inside 
being passed to them. As they re-
lease the fry into the stream they are 
amazed at how quickly the salmon 
disappear into the nooks and crannies 
of the stream bottom. I am pleased to 
say their interaction and care for fish 
doesn’t end there.”

There are over 300 groups who 
map, monitor and collect inven-
tory of life in their neighbourhood 
streams. They may have read or heard 
that salmon stocks are in trouble or 

learned about local streamkeeper 
groups while attending a Rivers’ Day 
or Earth Day event. It is this concern 
that drives people to find out more 
about their local streams, environ-
ment and salmon stocks. 

However, with the introduction of 
federal omnibus bills C-38 and C-45 
in 2012, concern for the future of fish 
has transformed into outright worry 
and bewilderment. A wide variety of 
acts were changed including the Fish-
eries Act. As Morton explains, citi-
zens have been told the new Act will 
be more transparent and inclusive, 
however the details have yet to made 
public.

“Many of us found it difficult 
to read that the federal fisheries was 
hit with a huge cut to their budgets 
and will have another $108 million 
cut over the next few years. We have 
witnessed the closure of local offices, 
have seen the dismissal of habitat staff 
and whole departments moved from 
BC to other provinces. At this time 
we don’t have the new Fish Protec-
tion Act so how can we have this much 
loss? How can government know that 
we won’t need scientists, biologists 
and habitat staff to successfully im-
plement their Fish Protection Act?”

As the politics of policy-making 
play out, dedicated volunteers that 
make up streamkeeper groups within 
the PSkF continue to monitor and res-
urrect creeks such as Spanish Creek. 
Let’s hope that the government of 
Canada does its part by creating and 
providing the manpower to preserve 
them.

t
With thanks to ZoAnn Morten.
For more information contact Pa-

cific Streamkeepers Federation:
www.pskf.ca

Over 300 groups in BC map, 
monitor, and collect inventory 
of life in their neighbourhood 

streams
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by David Ellis

What I learned as a member of 
the Committee on the Status of En-
dangered Wildlife in Canada (COSE-
WIC) is that we actually know very 
little about most fish, even most spe-
cies for that matter. Fisheries scien-
tists do a lot of guessing and often 
don’t agree amongst themselves on 
what is the actual biology of fish. Un-
fortunately, politics very often plays a 
huge role in deciding just what is the 
“real” science.

In Washington state, each loca-
tion where herring spawn is consid-
ered a “stock” and managed that way. 
Here in BC, where the industry has 
pushed for and obtained larger local 
quotas, the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans (DFO) has much larger 
“stock” designations, such as all of the 
Salish Sea, for example. For industry, 
larger quotas mean greater profits.

Roe herring DFO policy devel-
opers such as Al Hourston learned a 
great deal from the over-fishing ex-
perience seen in the “reduction” (fish 
reduced to fish meal only) fishery era 
(collapsed, then outlawed, 1969). Put 
simply, he noticed that if you fished 
an area hard, far fewer herring would 
then “home” to that area.

In 1972 a policy was developed 
that allowed DFO to set quotas for 
each discrete area in which herring 
spawned.

Over time, with pressure from the 
roe herring industry, there has been a 
move to “metastock” management. 
Quotas are set for larger areas, which 
allows much too large extractions to 
be taken from the small spawning ar-
eas. This has gradually dried up the 
herring all along the coast, leaving 
most of the First Nations fisheries in 
BC with very thin local spawns or 
none; these community fisheries need 

the thick, abundant local spawns they 
have relied on for centuries. The sport 
fishery, which targets mainly chinook 
and coho, has also paid a very heavy 
price, as these salmon have lacked the 
abundance of herring they depend on 
for survival.

At this juncture, with almost 
nothing left to catch, the roe herring 
industry has also come to its bitter 
end. The super-productive and large 
“migratory” herring populations that 
migrate into the Salish Sea still offer, 
periodically, profitable fishing oppor-
tunities. However, for many years now 
either the quota cannot be reached or 
the fish are too small to offer profit-
able fisheries.

So, after 40 years of exploitation 
by industry, one of the most profitable 
fisheries in the world has come to a 
tragic end. Today, the herring popula-
tions in almost all regions of both BC 
and Alaska are now so depleted that 

they cannot offer profitable fishing 
opportunities, and fisheries are clos-
ing. First Nations are going to court.

We know from recent experi-
ences in Alaska that the rebuilding of 
herring stocks is now 20-30 years off.

Al Hourston had deep regrets 
about being involved in such a de-
structive regime which he had tried to 
take in a different direction. 

He called me to his home to ex-
press these regrets when I first be-
came known as a herring critic. His 
words to me then reflected a level of 
government intervention in science 
that most Canadians are still loathe to 
hear of.

It was corporate lobbying to 
change the herring “science,” that has 
brought us to this, the “bitter end.”

t
David Ellis is a fisheries planner who 
spent 12 years working with Sal-
ish Sea First Nations and the Haida 
on herring issues. He now sells rare 
books as his father did.

Herring Taken Off SeaChoice

The Pacific herring was considered 
a “best choice” by the SeaChoice 
program, which advises consum-
ers about environmentally sounds 
choices when buying seafood. 

However, because the fishery has 
been restructured, SeaChoice 
partner the Suzuki Foundation 
now considers the Pacific herring 
among those fish insufficiently 
assessed to warrant a recommen-
dation or an avoid rating. It is no 
longer given a ranking with Sea-
Choice. (See page 23 for more on 
rankings.

Fisheries are closing.
First Nations are going to court.



to which Pacific wild salmon have no 
immunity. 

So how in the world could this film 
be uplifting? It is Morton’s message of 
hopeful action. It is up to the people to 
save the fish, and she is calling for a 
people’s Department of Wild Salmon 
to manage salmon locally, by linking 
together the experience and knowledge 
of hundreds of salmon groups, First 
Nations, universities, and labs. Point-
ing to the healthy Harrison Lake runs, 
which are not exposed to fish farms in 
their journey to sea, Morton says the fish 
are resilient: “Every time we give them a 
break they come back.” She is collecting 
money for further virus testing ($200 a 
test) and I have no doubt she has finally 
found an avenue that will work. After 
all, as Morton said, “This is a love story 
between the people and the fish.” 

To help, to donate, find a showing 
near you, or to watch the video on line: 
www.salmonconfidential.ca 

of misconduct due to its conflict of inter-
est over protecting wild fish, the fishing 
industry, and the fish farms.

This time, DFO has silenced its 
own genetic scientists, collaborated with 
the Canadian Food Inspection Agency 
to protect BC farmed salmon from reg-
istering as infected, and refused to allow 
streamkeepers to give Morton samples 
for testing. 

When the suspicion of a virus kill 
of Fraser sockeye was revealed during 
the Cohen Commission (see page 20), 
Morton sent fish for testing to a lab in 
PEI and a lab in Norway. The federal 
government immediately tried to get 
the labs’ certification for the test lifted. 
Morton tried to get farmed salmon 
tested, to no avail, so she and her cohorts 
went shopping. What they found on the 
supermarket shelves was revolting – 
tumours, malformations, skin lesions – 
and yes, some of the farmed fish in the 
supermarket tested positive for a virus 
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by Delores Broten

Salmon Confidential, the newest 
video from Campbell River, BC film 
maker Twyla Roscovich and scientist 
Dr. Alexandra Morton, has been tour-
ing BC to great acclaim. Although the 
film exposes the expected skullduggery 
and shameful obfuscation of the Depart-
ment of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) on 
the issue of European fish viruses in our 
wild salmon, I left with an upsurge of 
hope.

DFO has outdone itself, a difficult 
feat given the department’s track record 

Summer 2013

UPDATE: Jumbo Wild! 
Takes BC to Court

by K.L. Kivi

After 23 years of working to 
preserve the ecological integrity of 
the central Purcell Mountains, the 
campaign for Jumbo Wild! has taken 
a new turn. On February 18, 2013, 
the West Kootenay EcoSociety sub-
mitted an application for a Judicial 
Review of the Jumbo Glacier Moun-
tain Resort Municipality. 

The province of BC created 
a new municipality in the Jumbo 
Valley with an Order in Council on 
November 19, 2012. The area has no 
human inhabitants. A crowd of 200 
protesters shouted Jumbo Wild! while 
Greg Deck, the appointed mayor was 
sworn into office. His appointment 
was made possible by the BC gov-
ernment’s changes to the Local Gov-
ernment Act through Bill 41 which 
removed the requirement that resort 
municipalities have residents.

West Coast Environmental Law 
has supported this case to “establish 
that a municipality is a fundamental 
unit of democracy – not a tool that 
can be manipulated for the benefit of 
a large developer.” The case argues 
that the creation of a municipality 
with no residents for the purpose of 
furthering a private development is 
inherently unconstitutional. It is also 
costly; the province has earmarked 
$260,000 of taxpayer money for the 
Jumbo municipality and its opera-
tion. The Union of BC Municipali-
ties (UBCM), which was not duly 
consulted, passed a strongly worded 
motion opposing the changes in Sep-
tember 2012. 

In March, the District of Inver-
mere passed a resolution encouraging 
the UBCM to seek Intervenor’s status 
in support of the EcoSociety’s case. 
The Coalition for Jumbo Wild, which 
includes the EcoSociety, has been 
campaigning in support of Inver-
mere’s request for action.  
Donations for the court 
case can be made 

through the EcoSociety’s 
website:  www.ecosociety.
ca/jumbo-municipality-
court-challenge

t

K.L. Kivi, activist, writer and peas-
ant, lives in the Bird Creek watershed 
and co-ordinates the West Kootenay 
Coalition for Jumbo Wild!

Photo by Lucas Jmieff 
www.lucasimage.ca

Salmon Confidential:
A Love Story
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by Andrea Morison

The Peace River Valley in northeastern BC is under 
serious threat due to the proposed mega-Site C dam.  Pro-
moters of this project neglect to consider the long-term con-
sequences that would result from it. With global warming 
eradicating traditional food-producing land and with eco-
system fragmentation, particularly in northeastern BC, it is 
evident that a project of this magnitude must not be allowed 
to proceed.

The Impact
The dam threatens to flood 107 kilometres of breath-

takingly scenic river valley. The Peace River is used by 
kayakers, canoeists, boaters, wildlife viewers and general 
recreationalists. Should the dam proceed, all of these activi-
ties will be detrimentally impacted. Watercraft use will be 
dangerous due to submersion of trees and vegetative debris 
as the clay banks slide continually. This is evidenced at the 
WAC Bennett dam upstream, where clay banks continue 
to erode after 47 years.  The bank sloughing will further 
eliminate precious agricultural land as well as wildlife, 
bird, and fish habitat.

Should the dam be approved, its construction will im-
pact 55,000 acres of land. This includes direct destruction 
of 16,000 acres of farmland, and 15,000 acres of boreal for-
est, mostly as a result of flooding.   The remaining 25,000 
acres of land will be within the statutory-right-of-way, 
much of which will slide into the river, thus rendering it un-
usable for agricultural production. This loss of agricultural 
land would constitute the largest removal of land from BC’s 
Agricultural Land Reserve in history.

Approximately 6,500 acres of the land that would be 
lost in the valley is classified as prime, Class 1 and 2 ag-

on Site C Dam

Pull the Plug 

ricultural land. The land is especially valuable due to the 
unique micro-climate in the valley. The Peace River flows 
west to east and the warm Pacific air makes its way over 
the mountains and into the valley, providing prime grow-
ing conditions. This land is capable of producing a vari-
ety of vegetable crops as well as tomatoes and melons. It is 
widely accepted that, due to the effects of global warming, 
new food producing land must be found.  Additionally, it is 
preferable to produce food within close proximity to com-
munities.  Allowing this farmland to be washed down the 
river would eliminate the ability of citizens in northern BC 
to access locally produced food and would deny them the 
opportunity to build a strong, local and sustainable agricul-
tural economy.

The removal of 15,000 acres of boreal forest in the val-
ley will result in serious impacts for several animal species. 
The valley is home to over 20 threatened species, includ-
ing grizzly bears and bull trout. Critical winter and birth-
ing habitat for deer, moose and elk would be destroyed if 
the river is flooded.  Wildlife habitat in this region of the 
province is already significantly fragmented due to oil, gas, 
forestry and mining development. 

The valley provides habitat to several red and blue-
listed species such as fisher and northern  myotis bats. Spe-
cies at risk, including Canada, Cape May and Bay-breasted 
warblers, yellow rail, and Nelson’s sparrow, would also 
lose habitat. Construction of Site C would also result in the 
loss of several fish species, including:  migratory Arctic 
grayling in the Moberly River;  migratory bull trout in the 
Halfway River;  and mountain whitefish in the Peace River.  

With decreased power demand and BC in debt, 
a thorough project assessment is needed
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Fish remaining in the river will be affected by mercury lev-
els which will increase significantly due to the inundation 
of flooded vegetation.

The cumulation of impacts from resource extraction in 
the region including impacts from the two dams upstream 
of proposed Site C (WAC Bennett and Peace Canyon dams) 
will impact First Nations’ aboriginal and treaty rights. Car-
ibou numbers have shrunk to the point where they can no 
longer be hunted. Fish from the Williston Reservoir, behind 
the WAC Bennett dam, have been contaminated by methyl 
mercury, thus impacting the health of local First Nations. 
Flooding the Peace for Site C will also impact First Nations’ 
gravesites and areas of spiritual significance.

Power Demand Reality
The destruction and sacrifices associated with Site C 

are completely unnecessary as BC’s power demand has 
dropped approximately 5% since 2008. The 
power from Site C is slated strictly for in-
dustry, in particular, the liquid natural gas 
(LNG) industry. BC’s Liberal government 
has repeatedly confirmed that the power 
for Site C is for LNG;  most recently in an 
interview with Global TV in March, 2013, 
where Premier Christy Clark stated, “You 
can’t power up these huge [LNG] facilities 
without more power, so BC Hydro’s going 
to have to build Site C - we’re in favour of making that 
happen.”

There are a number of concerns associated with build-
ing Site C strictly for industrial use. First, BC taxpayers and 
Hydro ratepayers should not be responsible for subsidizing 
the costs of building this $7.9 billion dam. Secondly, we are 
already subsidizing independent power producers (IPPs) to 
the tune of  $1 billion over the next 4 years due to the fact 
that market prices are only about half of what is guaranteed 
to IPPs. Thirdly, the gas industry is notorious for large fluc-
tuations in market price. Given this extreme uncertainty, 
coupled with the fact that the LNG industry hopes to be 
established within the next 2- 7 years, and Site C would not 
be producing for at least 8 years from now, the case for the 
project makes no sense.

So, how did this project proceed to an environmental 
assessment process, despite the fact that it is clearly not in 
the best interests of British Columbians? In 2010, Premier 
Gordon Campbell removed the authority of the British Co-
lumbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) to assess Site C. The 
BCUC is an independent body, responsible for ensuring 
that projects such as Site C are in the interests of British 
Columbians. Additionally, it includes consideration of the 
need for as well as alternatives to the project. In 1982, the 

BCUC assessed the project and determined that it should 
not proceed because the need for the power couldn’t be jus-
tified. This more thorough assessment needs to occur once 
again.

Assessment Needed
The need for a more comprehensive assessment of the 

project by BCUC is supported by the fact that British Co-
lumbia is currently holding a huge debt of approximately  
$170 billion. A year ago, the provincial government dis-
closed a debt and other liabilities totalling $70 billion; how-
ever, an additional $96.374 billion in contractual obliga-
tions also exists, for a total of $170 billion. It is estimated 
that at least $40 billion of these contractual obligations can 
be attributed to agreements between BC Hydro and IPPs. 
(The actual numbers are not available as these contracts 
are secret.) Additionally, BC Hydro financial records show 

that it carries a debt of approximately $14 
billion as well as $4 billion in deferral ac-
counts. Clearly an objective assessment of 
the ability of British Columbians to add to 
this significant debt load must occur. 

British Columbians throughout the 
province support the stance against the 
Site C dam. It is abundantly clear that Site 
C is not only unnecessary, but also not in 
the best interests of either the environmen-

tal or economic interests of British Columbians.
To support the Peace Valley Environment Asso-

ciation’s work to protect the Peace River and stop Site C 
dam, go to: www.peacevalley.ca or follow us on Facebook 
at Peace Valley Environment Association and Twitter, @
SavePeaceValley.

t
Andrea Morison is the Coordinator of the Peace Valley 

Environment Association.  

So, how did this 
project proceed to an 

environmental assessment 
process, despite the fact 
that it is clearly not in the 
best interests of British 

Columbians?
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by Stephen Bailey 

THE doctors and nurses worked 
through the day and overnight to save 
the baby.

They clustered around its purple 
body and tried to help its underdevel-
oped lungs suck in enough oxygen. 

She was born two months prema-
ture, to a mother who had carried out 
back breaking work during her preg-
nancy.

The baby’s blood oxygen level 
fell from 100 per cent to just 16 per 
cent, then recovered after a huge ef-
fort.

But hours later she could fight no 
more. Around 4 a.m., just under 20 
hours after being born, she died, per-
haps the latest casualty of an industry 
that is a disaster zone for children.

Her mother worked just outside 
Bhaktapur, a famous tourist stop in 
Nepal’s Kathmandu Valley.

The old city is a world heritage 
site beloved by the Instagram genera-
tion, a vibrant muddle of street life, 
alleyways and temples. 

It’s also known locally for an in-
dustry that reveals the grim story of 
pollution and rapid urbanisation tak-
ing place in the developing world. The 
new reputation is built on bricks, and 
the chimney stacks that surround the 
town. 

There are around 70 kilns in the 
surrounding district, and another 46 
in nearby Kathmandu and Lalitpur. 
Each one employs 450 to 600 people, 
labouring for up to 18 hours a day, in 
dust, dirt and smoke.

The paddy fields are turning into 
bricks and concrete. Wealth and pov-
erty are rubbing side by side. Children 
are dying.

On the southern side of Bhakta-
pur, just off the highway to Kathman-
du, is the health spa Club Bagmati. 
From the bar, you can see the sweep 
of fields and factories.

It costs 250 rupees to use the out-
door swimming pool. The workers 
in the brick factories earn little more 
than that a day.

The landscape looks like Mordor. 
The factories bring to mind Shake-
speare: “How can I hurt thee? Let me 
count the ways.”

Kul Bdr Pun, aged 2, came into 
the hospital emergency unit scream-
ing and writhing with pain. He had 
stepped into a pot of boiling water in 
the cramped one room home where 
his family lives at the Sakaswoti brick 
factory.

The nurses peeled away the dead 
flesh and bandaged the bright pink 
skin, while his mother held him still 
and clasped a hand over his mouth, 
and looked on in horror.

His father Bal Bahadur Pun: “We 
are all living in a small room so there’s 

The old city is a world heritage 
site beloved by the Instagram 
generation, a vibrant muddle 
of street life, alleyways and 

temples.
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a big chance of the same accident.”
The mother had sought help at 

Siddhi Memorial Hospital in Bhakta-
pur, which is run by a local not-for-
profit NGO and was partly set up with 
money from the Canadian co-opera-
tion office. Many patients are factory 
children who get charity care.

Five-year-old Dina nearly 
drowned because she has club feet. 
Her parents cannot afford the opera-
tions to fix the deformity.

The third of three daughters, she 
was brought into the emergency unit 
with a low blood oxygen level and hy-
pothermia.

Her family is originally from 
Panchkal, a drought affected area 
around 30 miles to the east. Now they 
are living and working at a brick fac-
tory in nearby Tathali. 

The ponds and streams used by 
the factories have become a lethal 
trap for children like her. Nurse Rabi-
na Kawan said: “We get two to three 
drowning cases like this a month. 
Some are fatal.”

The workers are feeding the rapid 
urbanisation of the Kathmandu Val-
ley, whose population grew by 61 per 
cent to 2.51 million in the decade to 
the 2011 census.

In the process it has become an 
environmental disaster zone. Child-
hood respiratory disorders are 12 
times the national average.

A generation ago children swam 
in the Hanumante River, which flows 
through Bhaktapur. Now it is a grey, 
soupy sludge, filled with rubbish and 
sewage.

The problem grew during the 
decade-long Maoist insurgency, 
which ended in 2006, as factory own-

ers moved into the relative sanctuary 
of the valley.

The conditions at sites like Sri 
Navadurga Mata kiln in the village 
of Sipadol, just across the highway to 
Kathmandu, are dire. Men and wom-
en, often wreathed in brick dust, toil 
away at a wall of bricks that have been 
fired then left to cool. They carry 
loads of about 30 bricks on their back 
with the help of a supporting cloth 
strung across their forehead.

The women struggle with the 
same amounts, in a country where the 
average height of a female is under 
five foot. 

Most are Magars, an ethnic group 
from the foothills of the Himalayas 
in west central Nepal. They are re-
nowned as farmers and soldiers – 
supplying many recruits to Britain’s 
Gurkha regiments – but here they are 
seasonal workers driven to travel by 
poverty.

The brick season starts about 
November and lasts for around six 
months when people leave to work the 
fields. Many workers come from the 
poor districts that were the heartland 
of the Maoist rebellion, like Rolpa and 
Rukum.

The work is brutal and so are the 
living conditions. The families live in 
one room brick shacks, each around 5 
ft high and 10ft long. 

The cramped and unhygienic liv-
ing conditions are a breeding ground 
for skin and stomach infections.

One father explained he was not 
too worried about his children’s health 
– unlike some, they went to school in 
the day, and were away from the dirt 
and dust for a few hours.

Further up the slope a local Ne-
wari man, from the ethnic group who 
are based in the Kathmandu valley, 
was finishing up as the last light dis-
appeared at 6:30 pm.

He got up at 1 a.m. each day to 
start work, treading on the clay to mix 

Continued on Page 34  

“It’s not just that we get 
breathing problems. That’s 

normal. Every day we live with 
the pain, in our joints, in our 

muscles.”
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Nepal continued

it with water, and moulding the bricks with the help of his 
wife and older children, for 700 rupees (eight Canadian dol-
lars) a day.

He said: “It’s not just that we get breathing problems. 
That’s normal. Every day we live with the pain, in our 
joints, in our muscles.” 

He said there were around 50 families living at this one 
factory – which is one of the better sites, according to Dr 
.Ram K Chandyo. He is a researcher from the Institute of 
Medicine in Kathmandu who has been carrying out chil-
dren’s health studies from Siddhi Hospital for 15 years.

The poverty, malnutrition, cramped conditions, and 
pollution leads to sickly children who stand out in the re-
search data.

Siddhi Hospital’s nursing supervisor Sushila Khanal 
said: “They have a lot of nutritional deficiencies. Some-
times their hair is white and you can see abdominal disten-
sion. They are vulnerable to pneumonia.

“The conditions are extremely bad for their growth and 
development. It can affect the development of their IQ.”

Surveys by the Child Development Society found at 
least 30 children work at each factory.

The Bhaktapur District Administration Office is work-
ing at declaring Bhaktapur a child labour-free zone and 
there are Government schools that run seasonal classes for 
the children. The families want their children to be edu-
cated but many have to work just to put some meagre food 
on the table. 

According to the Kathmandu Post, the going rate is 600 
rupees (seven Canadian dollars) for 1,000 bricks a day. A fit 
young man can make just over that. Not many people stay 
fit in this work for long.

The brick factories play a key role in a particularly dan-
gerous form of pollution. 

A World Bank study 
from the 1990s said they 
were the valley’s leading 
source of small particu-
lates – especially danger-
ous because they can enter 
deep into the respiratory 
system and pass into the 
blood stream.

Levels in the Kath-
mandu Valley have 
reached 15 times the World 
Health Organisation’s rec-
ommended figure.

The factories also emit 
a toxic brew of particles 

and chemicals, including carcinogenic dioxins if rubber 
tyres are used as fuel. Even at low levels these chemicals 
are linked to bronchitis, asthma, decreased lung function, 
cardiovascular disease, pharyngitis, cough, eye irritation, 
fibrosis, emphysema, allergic rhinitis, and low birth weight.

The premature baby’s death may have been the result 
of the current living conditions. 

But for the babies who make it through childhood, this 
pollution means there is no respite. 

Around 80 to 85 per cent of the children who come 
to the outpatients department at Siddhi Memorial Hospital 
have respiratory problems. The long term effects are still 
to come.

Dr. Ram said: “We know the first 1,000 days is a crucial 
time for development, especially neurological development.

“The damage that is being done now will stay with the 
children in these factories for a long time to come.” 

t
Stephen Bailey was Daily Echo feature writer of the 

year 2012 for London and the South of England. He is cur-
rently on a career break after an illness and writing free-
lance on subjects that take his interest.Ph
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by Joe Foy

British Columbians know that 
it is possible to hold back 
nature for a time. Dikes can 
be built higher – but nature 

always plays the last hand. Sooner or 
later, a penned-in river is going to bust 
its banks under the pressure of a bigger 
than normal snowmelt. 

It’s the same way with wilderness 
preservation in BC. Governments can 
hold back public expectations – but one 
day something’s got to give.

The pressure has been building for 
a while now. The signs are everywhere. 

On the southwest coast of Vancou-
ver Island a recent logging operation 
near the Castle Grove in the Walbran 
Valley has local conservationists on 
edge. The grove contains some of the 
oldest and largest trees left on the plan-
et. When will the upper Walbran Val-
ley’s forests finally be granted protec-
tion from logging? Will it take a storm 
of public protest – or will the BC gov-
ernment do the right thing in time?

In Clayoquot Sound, an uneasy 
peace has settled over the region’s fa-
mous intact ancient forests and road-
less valleys. But from time to time, new 
industrial proposals aim to strip-mine 
and log the heart out of Clayoquot. Will 
this former protest hotspot explode once 
again into civil unrest – or will our 
provincial government work with local 
communities to enact legislation that 
permanently saves Clayoquot Sound?

On southeast Vancouver Island, 
near the community of Qualicum 
Beach, local activists were in shock 
a little over a year ago when the BC 
government allowed a logging opera-
tion to clearcut a huge swath of the Na-
noose Forest. This is part of the Coastal 
Douglas-fir Ecozone, which is the most 
endangered forest in BC. Less than 1% 
of this kind of forest remains at an older 

age like Nanoose – but the logging was 
still allowed to proceed. Resentment 
against short-sighted government de-
cisions now simmers close to the boil-
ing point, intensified by recent news 
of planned old-growth logging in the 
Douglas-fir forest near world-famous 
Cathedral Grove. More and more people 
are asking, “What is it going to take to 
save what little is left?”

In the Lower Mainland and Sun-
shine Coast, a long-time dream of area 
residents is to secure protection for 
many favourite hiking trails and the 
forested “pocket wilderness areas” they 
access. Both regions have been waiting 
for well over a decade for a local land-
use planning process to commence, so 
that these issues can be resolved in an 
orderly manner. But as local trails and 
forests are logged off, people are begin-
ning to think that an un-orderly protest 
may be the only way forward. The latest 
conflict zone involves a logging compa-
ny’s proposal to log beside Ghost Pass 
Lake near Manning Park. The logging 
would scar a destination loved by gen-
erations of hikers, which was featured 

in the popular book 103 Hikes in South-
west BC.  

In the Chilliwack Valley, residents 
could scarcely believe their good luck 
when a local forest popular with day 
hikers was designated as a protected 
habitat for spotted owls. Their good for-
tune soon turned into a nightmare when 
a logging company pressed the BC gov-
ernment to allow logging in the pro-
tected habitat area – and the BC govern-
ment agreed! The forest near Chilliwack 
Lake was cut down. Biologists tell us 
that at one time over 1,000 spotted owls 
lived in southwest BC forests. Today 
less than a dozen hang on in the tattered 
remnants of their former forest habitat. 
The extinction clock for Canada’s spot-
ted owls reads 30 seconds to midnight. 
Will public pressure prevail in time?

Rising lumber prices, combined 
with forests laid low by the pine beetle, 
mean that precious wilderness areas in 
the interior of BC are also being eyed 
by the logging industry. Of particular 
concern is the interior rainforest region 
of the province, where conservationists 
have mapped out several spectacular 
wilderness proposals. These include 
the 156,461-hectare proposed Selkirk 
Mountain-Caribou Park, located north-
east of Nelson, and the 90,000-hectare 
Walker Rainforest Wilderness located 

As local trails and forests are logged 
off, people are beginning to think that 

an un-orderly protest may be 
the only way forward. 
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east of Prince George – both critical to the survival of local 
populations of grizzly bears and mountain caribou.

I’d say it’s high time the BC government moves to im-
plement a major expansion of the province’s protected areas, 
or else we are in for a mighty big flood of citizen discontent 
from one end of BC to the other. Expanding our protected 
area system is one piece of unfinished business that just can’t 
wait any longer

 t
Joe Foy is Campaign Director for the Wilderness Com-

mittee, Canada’s largest citizen-funded membership-based 
wilderness preservation organization.
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